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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
The subject of this paper is the MarketiUt^ of Heavy Po7;er Equip-
ment in New England , Because the title covers such a broad subject, it
v/ill be necessary to restrict the actual contents of this theme.
C, F. Philips says: "A study of marketing, involves a con-
sideration of all the business activities vdiich take place in getting goods
and services to the consumer, excluding such activities as involve a si^nif-
1/
icant change in form." Following this theory through. Philips classifies
2/
the marketing orocess as to "Marketing Functions". These functions quite
3/
broadly and simply are as follov/s:
A. Those functions involving change of ownership:
1, Selling
2. Buying




C. Those functions which help in the performance of the above:
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21/^Mle the definition as stated by Philips is a very compre-
hensive, certain of the functions are not considered important for the
purpose of this paper. Marketing certainly includes those business func-
tions that are involved in the flow of i^oods and services from the producer
to consumer, but some of these functions are a matter of comparatively
easy determination, or of standard performance. The subjects of traffic
manaj£,ement, storage, financing, risk management, and standardization are
of great concern in the marketing of most products, but are of lesser im-
port in the heavy power equipment field. This mil become more obvious
from the following definitions as advanced by the National Association
of Teachers of Marketing and Advertising.
"Traffic management is the direction and control of
all major physical movements of goods throughout the
marketing process. Storage is the marketing function
Tivhich involves holding and preserving goods between
the time of their production and their use. Finan-
cing is the provision and management of the money
and credit necessary to get goods from the producer
into the hands of the consumer. Risk management is
the assumption or avoidance of the danger of losing
pecuniary value of goods during the process of mar-
keting them. Standardization involves the determi-
nation of basic limits or grades and the establish-
ment of model processes and methods of producing,
handling, and selling goods." 1/
From these definitions it may be observed that the functions
listed are more a matter of correct procedure and good judgement.
At any rate, any detailed discussion of the above specialized
functions in the marketing process will not be found in this theme. The
discussion will center around the functions of buying and selling, and the
buyers and sellers themselves.
1. Report on Committee of Definitions, The National Association of
Teachers of Marketing and Advertising,, Page
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-«it ‘Ja s-iA t,ci<»ui’'aiq iBcxi lo ^nij-fahv-w fU rrxV^bo lo
ti;oiv rot,^o«? a«iC/0»b IIi> didT ^ns«ji:i;p0 aoirciq >C’raod atW »il
lAodliAif \d ;^r>riiiv6e.^?!o eaoi^liUlsjb yilwuJlXoT ort> laoil
• iinJ»14TC8Vi>A faae lo
lo fcta* DoX4.^y%lbr oiiS &i ,^ae:fls»5ir/iAQ o^llo*)^
atU jefroqg lo adtnaft&i^a* X&»Jfc«>5iiq iXji
noiJo/uil ,^tii40HiM9^ ai ojtA'roiS *EesoorMj odid»3HA«
os«f#^Sd af. Qog ;^v7oa«‘rq oi» optrfcfml doJu^
-jciARi:'? ,«at/ lietttt ia^m ‘ii aiilt lo ysvi^ ort^
X3im*r> 9ti4 %a JsT^i!B»i^JifiRis Im 9ti4 ai soAo
'jsoi'CKmi fiml *?>;oo^ o4 »Mfeflrxo fauB
ei in.K'!9^yaaffl 5,di Ic Bf.sPAri drt# oini: *
jjini^ol to Ic? bbrj»i>l0Tr8 no fTOLtiqrawtao tdi
-TAD£ lo fidiJ iainAb Boooij: lo saJ^v yifilatroaq
-lton*M S» A^vicrmj «oi ?*3ijbn*hn»,t2 ^ .{aeiil^ gnliiox' if
9di dsi& St^a-qj:' 'bro eJlaxX alejMf lo nrol^Aii
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skr ooi. t;,IxiiXjp yi^xifO •lo‘'anoJ:J^Jsi’Url bmn^- noJ’abo iJU^ aoi^t‘oal!K . -•»
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3Industrial goods are defined as those goods used in the produc-
tion of other goods and services. Industrial goods are generally divided
into five classes:
1. Installations, -which are the major equipment of a plant.
2. Accessory equipment, -which are the smaller machines that aid or
are a part of the installation,
3. Operating supplies -which are merchandise used in installations or
by installations in performing a job,
U, Fabricated parts which are the individual or assembled parts that
in themselves cannot perform a complete function, but in their assembled
form aid an installation or machine, or are a part of it. borne form of
fabrication has been performed in making, the primary material a fabricated
part
.
3, Primary materials vvhich are those materials used to make merchan-
dise that go into finished products.
Heavy power equipment is an industrial good and as treated
in this paper is subclassed as an "installation.'* Installations, as the
major equipment of the plant, do not become part of the physical product
produced, but are consumed after only repeated usage. Heavy power equip-
ment is used to produce or in the proauction of mechanical or electrical
energy. It also includes the very large accessory equipment -which are
installations in themselves and the heavy distribution equipment that is
required to transmit the ener^ to the users. V/e shall describe the actual
equipment items in Chapter II.
The market for this equipment and the people who market it have
many unusual features such as:
1, Small number of customers constituting the market
2, Market is centralized
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hJ 3, The equipment is large
y U. Tecl'inical nature of goods
Marketing involves rendering of many services
6. Infrequent purchasing
7. Prevalence of direct selling
8. Organized purchasing
IVe mil elaborate on these characteristics, briefly:
1, The market is characterized by the small number of customers.
There is only one lar^^e utility serving the Boston area. This is true of
most large cities. While smaller utilities and municipal stations use
heavy po^«;er equipment, they use less of it and smaller sizes. This is
also true of large industrials as only the large ones have their oim power
plants and distribution systems. All in all, the large utilities, small
utilities, municipal Tforks, and large industrials are actually an easy
market to find because of their small numbers.
2. To go along mth the above, the market is centralized.
Large industry and cities usually go hand in hand, and since both are
users of heavy power equipment, heavy equipment tends to be centralized in
cities and near large industry. In addition there are very few large
utilities and large industrials in less populated areas. This results
in the centralization of heavy power equipment markets in industrial areas.
The equipment itself is large and generally bulky. It in-
volves costly engineering and expensive materials and the combination of
these factors results in lart,e unit purchase. In money value, heavy poY/er
installations start in the thousands of dollars and range into millions*
Y U. The equipment is a tcehnical ^ood involving the best technical
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55 * Heavy power equipment involves the rendering of many ser-
vices, Equipment manufacturers supply technical and testing services in
solving, povrer problems. They offer application of equipment services for
fitting their equipment to customer's needs. They offer inspection and
repair service for their equipment in use. Some manufacturers also offer
consulting and planning, services to help utilities and industrials make
future plans,
6. Because every installation involves a large investment and
because most installations involve more than one piece of large equipment,
purchases are generally infrequent. They usually involve a major change
or plant growth. Since this equipment generally has better efficiency
in large sizes and is more economical per unit when purchased in large
capacities, industrials and utilities have gone to larger and larger ma-
chines .
7. The cost, size, infrequency of sales, and necessity of service
involved in the sale, all result in the prevalence of direct selling in the
marketing of heavy pov/er equipment,
8. At the same time, the purchasers of this equipment are large
concerns. Because this equipment is extremely important to the operation
of their concerns, they operate organized purchasing departments and or-
ganized purchasing. Many individuals are involved in these purchases and
the buying motives are comuaratively rational. The periods of negotiation
are often long as there are a great many people concerned mth the pur-
chase and many factors to be considered.
This paper vd.ll, therefore, present the characteristics of this
particular product which make it differ from ordinary industrial goods,
and the marketing functions that differ because of these peculiarities.
• v^~i •'f * ’rr^m
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6The size and features of the market and the market trends vdll be showi.
After this preliminary general discussion, the actual selling procedure
and selling policies will be outlined. Selling, techniques and salesman
will be the subject of the following section. The importance and type
of sales promotion and advertising will be presented.
It is important to view marketing from the other side of the
fence, also, so that the functions of purchasing, and the buyer and user
will be discussed. In the concluding chapter, sales aids, and the other
market functions v.dll be brought up vvith the problem of organizing for
increased sales of installations. In the conclusion, , it is hoped that
certain sugg.estions can be made towards improved marketing techniques ii
the heavy pov/er equipment field.
Information has been gathered from twenty odd published sources
on industrial marketing and the selling and buying ideas in common ac-
1/
ceptance for industrial products. These procedures and beliefs are
adapted to the marketing of heavy power equipment by the writer. Original
and new information has been gathered from the practical experience of the
v/riter in this field, surveys, and interviews, the results of w^hich vdll
be presented in the body of this paper, A few case histories vdll be
cited to support marketing theories for this type of equipment.
The pur*pose of this paper is to present a general picture of
the marketing of heavy pov/er equipment in the Boston Area, and to obtain
this, the deductive approach has been used, starting with the general
problem of industrial marketing and applying this to heavy power machinery.
^Ahile the geographical area considered is Boston ard vicinity,
the approach and ideas for the most part are applicable to any comparable
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7metropolis. Any special features that exist for this particular loca-
tion only, vdll be carefully pointed out. In order that this treatise
may have a more general appeal, reference to the Boston Area vdll generally
be omitted. The only purpose in localizing the subject was to obtain some
first hand field information.
-• ^
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8Chapter II
HEAVY PQViER E^UIPtlENT AIMD IT5 I^-RKET
Heavy poorer equipment may be divided into three classes:
prime movers, accessory equipment, and switching and distribution equip-
ment. The primary equipment is the prime mover. The actual machines
are steam turbines, hydralic turbines, and diesel engines. Each converts
a fuel (or a product of fuel in the case of steam) into mechanical
energy. A steam turbine, fundamentally, is a large fabricated casing,
enclosing a long heavy shaft with many stages of blades mounted cir-
cularly, perpendicular to the shaft. Steam is fed onto the blades
through nozzles \'d.thin the casing causing the blades and hence the shaft
to rotate. The amount of steam entering the turbine is controlled by
large valves often electrically controlled and often attached to compli-
cated automatic regulating devices. The speed of the turbine is controlled
by a governor. Power turbines for the purpose of this paper will be con-
sidered in sizes of 1000 horsepower and larger.
Hydraulic turbines are similar to steam burbines in principal.
The blades, however, are much larger and the shaft is seu in a vertical
position. There is usually only one large sta^e, and the blades in large
units can be ten feet in width and seventy-five feet in diameter and latger.
7,'ater is used instead of steam. The output of these machines is measured
in horsepower and we ^,vill consider as po^wer units only those having ratings
of 1000 horsepower and more.
The diesel engine is a variety of the internal combustion engine
using oil as a fuel. Tlie diesel ene,ine consists of a heavy cast iron block
with four or more cylinders (in heavy power sized units) arranged in a line.
In these cylinders are pistons which are attached at one end to connecting
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9rods and at the other end to a crankshaft. Diesel oil and air fed into
the cylinder above the piston are exploded by high corr.pression forcing the
piston dov/n in the cylinder and the connecting rod in burn to turn the
crankshaft. Heavy power units dll be considered as those having 1000
horsepower or more. There are other prime movers such as the "unaflow"
engine 7;hich is a reciprocating steam engine and many others, but their use
is special and in comparison vdth the ones mentioned above, their numbers
are very few.
Connected to the above prime mover is generally a generator.
The rotating energy to the prime mover is changed into electrical current
in the generator. The common generator is a shaft wdth a mass of laminated
iron and copper mndings mounted concentrically to the shaft and this is
called the rotor. The stator is fixed and is concentric to the rotor.
The whole unit is held in a casing with end bells and bearings. Generators
are rated as to output and this is generally measured in KVA. KVA is the
symbol for Kilo-Volt-Amperes and one KVA is approximately equivalent to
one horsepower.
Accessory equipment to the burbine consist of condensers for
condensing steam from the turbine exhaust, and feedwater treating equip-
ment to purify the water, deaerators to remove air from the water, and
other items.
Generators do not themselves really have heavy accessory equip-
ment, but there is heavy switching and auxiliary equipment involved in
their use. Voltage regulators are used to regulate the voltage of the
generator to the voltage on the "line". Circuit breakers are used to put
the generator on the line or remove it and protect the line and generator
against short circuits and overloads. Metering equipment is used to measure
mJUo tst ^ ^ bcjft fit^'
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the amount of power put out and the characteristic of the output and load.
Circuit breakers and metering equipment are often mounted on switchboards
for operation and convenience sake. These S’wLtchboards are often one
hundred feet long or longer and may just have a panel on the front, or
may be totally enclosed in metal cabinets commonly called "metalclad"
S'd-tchgear.
Once power is generated it must be distributed. Over long lines
poTfer must be distributed at high volta^^es to cut doiwi power losses and
then be transformed to lower voltage to be used by consumers. The machine
accomplishes this is called a transformer. In simple terms this consists
of two iron cores one a primary and the other secondary. Each core is
vraund -,Tith "turns" of current carrying copper and the ratio of the turns
on the primary to the nximber of turns on the secondary determines the
ratio of voltage transformation. For heavy power equipment considerations
we ’.vill only consider transformers of 1000 KVA capacity and more.
Heavy distribution equipment not only includes transformers
but also switchgear. The heart of switchgear is the circuit breaker
mentioned before and switchgear and si'O.tchboards are really synonymous.
Switchgear, today, generally refers to "metalclad" units while switch-
boards refer to open boards that do not actually house instruments, meters,
and circuit breakers. The switchgear or switchboards in the distribution
circuit control the current, protect equipment and copper lines and mea-
sure current sent out on "feeders" and shov; the condition of the "feeder"
on the system.
Other equipment that may be considered as heavy power equipment
are boiler feed pumps, other large pumps, motors, rectifiers, large valves,
large compressors and blowers, large transmission drives and substations,
which are a combination of transformers and s'wLtchgear. Furnaces, boilers.
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and heat exchangers are also included in heavy power equipment. For our
discussion, we will refer to heavy power equipment and installations
synonomously and these words 7d.ll refer to any of the items we have men-
tioned with the exception of furnaces, boilers, valves and transmission
drives which have somewhat different problems then the nomal equipment.
Furnaces and boilers in the large po?rer field are largely constructed in
the field unlike other factory made equipment. Valves and transmission
drives are often purchased by one of the suppliers of other large equip-
ment and this complicates (or simplifies in some cases) their marketing
procedures. In general, with the exception just taken, most heavy power
equipment is sold in the same v/ay and has similar marketing procedure and
policies. As a matter of fact the General Electric Company manufactures
steam turbines, generators, transformers, switchgear, circuit breakers,
motors, rectifiers, substations, etc. Westinghouse Electric Company
builds all of these items and condensers also. Allis-Chalmers builds all
of the above plus piimps, hydraulic turbines, large valves and more items,
'Worthington Pamp Company and the Ingersoll Rand Company also have large
lines, and all of these companies generally market their products as one
line. This is the scope of heavy power equipment.
Now, v.-e shall consider the users. The largest markets for
these products are the public utilities. These include electric light
and power companies, gas companies, telephone companies, and waterworks.
7\ihether these companies be large or smail they will require a certain a-
mount of heavy power equipment. As the companies become larger they not
only have larger installations but require more of them. The second group
of users are the manufacturing industries which include the process metal
v.'orking, machinery, textile, and lumber industries as vrell as many others.
The third group of users are the construction industries consisting of
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engineers and architects, construction companies, and shipyards. The
fourth in the list of users are the transportation industries, as electric
and steam railroads. Institutions, public and private, such as schools
and hospitals, constitute the fifth set of users. The sixth group are
government institutions.
This market is not only tremendous, but is growing in gigantic
proportions as will be shoTO from the folloYdng figures from the Elec-
1/
tiical world Survey of the electrical utility field in 19U5.
Output in 19U^ was 222 billion Kw-hr or a capacity of 50 million
Kw. More amazing than this was the new capacity added in 19U5 which was
6 million Kw, more than an eleven per cent increase. The budget for
construction expenditures for 19U6 was more than double that for 19U5 and
was estimated at 895 million dollars, and this amount was exceeded only
y
once in the history of the industry.
Operations for the year 19U5 are shown in Table I. They pre-
sent an idea of which equipment is mort important. Of the approximately
50 million KW capacity of electricity, the Federal Power Commission esti-
mated about 39 million Kw came frcrni utilities and about eleven million Kw
from industrials.
Table II shows approximately how expenditures in 19U6 were
divided.- The relative importance of distribution plants is to be noted*
In 19ii6, industry was producing about one-third more goods than in 19l4l
but -was using one-half more power. Westinghouse Manufacturing Company re-
ported in 19U6 that more than fifty-five large utilities had placed orders
1. Industrial Marketing Magazine
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1. Data from Electrical World Survey of Electrical Utility Field in
19U5, Industrial Marketing, Vol. 13- No. 13, Advertising Publications, Inc.,
October l6, 19U6, t’age 203 •
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in excess of one-half a million dollars each v/ith delivery dates running
into I9U9 and estimated that by 1950 the total capacity would be 66,000,000
y
KVA, which would be a 30^ increase over 19U6 capacity.
The Federal Power Commission estimated distribution of utilities
and power capacity as shown in Table III. These figures show the rela-
tive unimportance of internal combustion engines for power generation in
New England compared to the rest of the United States. They also show
the relatively hig,h percentage of steam power in Massachusetts compared
to the rest of the New England States and even to the United States as a
v/hole. They also point out that where there is a heavier concentration of
pov/er, as in Massachusetts and Connecticut, the size of the stations in-
crease to a much larger extent than the niimber of stations.
Table IV shows an approximate breakdown of capital expenditures
as to equipment listed. This is an ap^ roximate set of figures based on
the 1939 census of manufactures.
The committee for Economic Development reported that the probable
production of generators, distribution, and industrial appartus (including
apparatus incorporated in manufactured products) would be ^787,300,000 for
2/
I9U7 or a 67.3/S increase over 1939. At any rate, more than a billion
dollars was spent to build and keep in repair the power generating and
distributing facilities of the country. This is a tremendous market aid
presents plenty of possibilities for investigation and analysis.
The next consideration is the demand characteristics for these
products. The demand arises largely from new plant construction enlarge-
ment of old plants, and replacement of worn or absolescent equipment,
1, Industrial Marketing magazine, Vol. 31 - No, I3 , October 16, I9 J46 ,
Advertising ;^ublications, Inc., Page 203.
2. Ibid., Page 203
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Table IV
approximate breakdown of capital expenditures
,
FROM 1939 CENSUS OF MAIWFACTURERS
Electrical Control Equipment
Generators, Motors, and Motor-Generator Sets
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Purchases are made at infrequent intervals, and therefore their actual
relation to seasonal trends and the other characteristics of commodities
are somewhat harder to compute.
^





The secular trend is a gradual long term movement. Industry
is usually either expanding or declining. The trend is somewhat influ-
enced by growth of population and improvements in the standard of living.
The seasonal trend is defined as the intra-yearly changes due
to the characteristics of an industry at different times of the year. The
cyclical variations are due from business passing back and forth alternate-
ly betvreen prosperity and depression. The variations must be longer than
twelve months. Random fluctuations are defined by Eastwood as the large
y
number of unpredictable and incalculable factors.
Before studying how the heavy power equipment demand responds
to the various trends and business cycles, let us consider the demand it-
self. Power installations are a case of derived demand, as unless the
customer demand for power is existant, there is no danand for the capiti
equipment to produce it. The "time factor" is particularly important in
y
the case of capital goods. As explained, pov^er installations are a case
1. Eastwood, R. P., Sales Control By Quantitative Methods , Columbia
University Press, 19 )40 ,
2. Ibid.
3. McNair, M. P, and Merriam, R, B., Problems in Business Economics ,
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of derived demand. Therefore, the demand for this machinery changes
’•dth the expectancy of the investor for the future of power sales and the
sums he makes available for such investment. If only minor fluctuations
are expected, production can be taken up in the rate of operation of the
machinery and the derived demand for installations is not affected. If
the demand for power should fall off, the demand for power equipment also
vrould drop way off, as the replacement basis is small enou^^h to represent
a tremendous curtailment in the market. The continued sales of povrer in-
sta-llations depends upon the continued increase in the market for power,
"The capital goods case of derived demand is another instance of the time
factor and appears wherever there is a marked difference in the life of
1/
the machinery and the life of the finished product." Although the de-
mand for raw materials and the demand for machinery are both derived,
from the demand for the finished product, they respond very differently
to increases or decreases in that demand.
Demand for heavy power equipment is comparatively inelastic.
That is, small variations in price do not result in correspondingly
increased or decreased demand for the machinery. As a matter of fact for
the whole field, lowering prices does not broaden the markets as a rule.
Of course, the individual producer may improve his position, temporarily,
by a price reduction, but the total demand will not change materially.
Returning, now to the cyclical fluctuations, heavy power equip-
ment demand has increased many times over in the long tem* or secular
movement. The use of power and power driven equipment is constantly
rising. The demand for installations does vary to an extent ^/vith the
seasonal trend, which v/as the second movement discussed. This occurs be-
1, WcNair, M. P. and Merriam, R. b., problems in Business Economics ,
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 19Ul> Page 63,
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cause most industries concentrate their important plant construction
and heavy replacements during the lulls of the summer season. To-day,
this is somewhat offset by lon^^ deliveries which means that it is very
difficult to order at one time and expect to receive it at an exact time
inthe future. Deliveries on large turbines, transformers, and other
materials run three years hence and sometimes longer. In view of this,
orders are placed years in advance, and, at present, at all times of the
years. Delivery is generally preferred during the spring and summer months
in this part of the country as there is always some construction and in-
stallation work involved and this can best be performed wiien the weather
is temperate.
Demand for power installations, however, is more affected by
the cyclical trend than any other factor. This is due primarily to two
factors
:
1. Sales are largely for expansion and increased
load, or greater production.
2. Lowered production reduces the amount of wear
and tear on all machinery.
In periods of prosperity, business men and utility leaders tend to be op-
timistic. Consequently, they often add to the size of their plants and
install heavy pwoer equipment in order to take care of increased power re-
quired or anticipated increases in povrer demand. IVhile this means that
the downswing finds many utilities and industrials in an overexpanded
condition; the upswing of the cycle results in large sales of power instal-
lations. However, as the demand which they envisaged not only fails to
materialize, but actual sales begin to fall off, all desire to buy heavy
power equipment vanishes, and what has already been installed is more than
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ample to meet the decreased demand. Furthermore, not only is the 1 if
e
of such equipment under light usage vastly increased, but during times
of depression, industry and utility use the machinery long after it
otherwise would have been replaced. For example, considering the vrtiole
industrial machinery picture, of which heavy power equipment is only a
part, it has been estimated that the business recession beginning in 1929
,
had, by 193U built up a delayed demand for machinery of over 18 ,5 billion
1/
dollars. From this estimate we can see that the stage is set for in-
creased purchases of heavy equipment T/rtien the business cycle turns upwards.
Again considering the whole industrial machinery picture as a gauge, the
production of heavy machinery in this country was over 16,6 billion dol-
lars before the depression, but during the depression this figure fell
2/
to 2,75 billions. From this it is easy to see that in general terms
the heavy power equipment industry rises and falls sharply with cyclical
trends as shovm in Table V,
The random trend, as previously defined, does not allow for much
clarification with regard to heavy equipment, borne of the random trends
are due to technological changes, government buying, introduction of new
processes, etc.
As the concluding element to this general discussion, a consid-
eration of the general price policy is appropriate. First of all, heavy
equipment producers mostly follow a policy of staying mth competitors and
the industry as to prices and terms. In this field, there is considerable
evidaice that suggests that most of the manufacturers set their prices by
3/
the leading firm in the industry. This leadersnip may be more or less
1,
C. F, Philips, Marketing, Estimate of machinery and Allied products
Houghton, 2vi'ifflin Co,, lyjo.
2, Ibid,
3, Ibid,
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absolute. As far as the time element is concerned in the change of prices,
one firm may follow the leader very closely one time and not closely at
another time. It is possible for the leadership to shift betvreen firms.
Vvhen one firm dominates the field, however, it can often keep prices of
competitors in line, because it may have the necessary production capacity
and the financial resources to engage in price cutting and enforce its
Y/ill, During the past decade and longer. General Electric has been the
leader in the heavy electrical power equipment field as well as in large
turbines. For sometime the industry has enjoyed comparatively "fixed
prices" and very little price cutting. To have a leader in such a field
may be a great boon to all those in the industry. In general, the leader
can maintain prices and hence a reasonable margin of profit for all, by
threat of its "disciplinary powers". The leader's resources give it this
control, and most industry leaders are very willing to assume this role.
In actuality, the leader is only able to rely on his competitors mthin
1/
limits. T/lfhen his prices allow too large a margin the ever present
temptation to "cut prices" becomes a practice and the possibility of at-
tracting competitors sanetimes becomes a reality. It has been found,
however, that price cutting does not increase the total market for heavy
power equipment. It may in some cases increase the share that one man-
ufacturer gets out of the total market, but this tendency is very short
lived. If one manufacturer cuts the price, others soon follor^ suit and
the only result of this policy is a smaller margin for all. Therefore,
this more or less inforaal "maintaining of price" program results in some
profit for all the manufacturers.
1. Burns, A. R., The Decline of Competition, McGraw-Hill Book Company
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•XneqnoQ rioo€ iXlH-wiOoM ^flolllla<»BPS lo tuilXoaG ariT »A ,BxrznS *X
‘'^^Tiere the industry is contracting and the leader’s
share of business is declining, its absolute volume
of business must be declining faster than that of
rivals. Rivals must be protecting themselves a-
gainst the general decline in demand either by price
cutting (indicating limited acceptance of price lead-
ership), by the offer of a better quality of product
(indicating indirect or disguised price competition),
or by expenditure upon the promotion of sales
The leader presumably expects that the maintenance
of prices will be profitable even though the leader
must carry more than its proportionate share of the
restriction of output necessary to support its price
policy.
"
Other factors to be considered in an industry dominated by one
£/
company are:
1. Ability of leader to accept increasing business
in a more rapidly expanding industry.
2. Ability of the leader to compete in production costs.
3 . Ability of the leader to perform other marketing
functions better than rivals.
The second point in the general price policy of the industry is
that all folloTf the "one price policy". Prices to customers vary only on
well defined and publicly announced principles. On transfomers, an in-
dustrial and utility may have a different discount based on amount of an-
nual purchases. In general on the larger sized installations, prices are
the same to all buyers regardless of quantity or amount of purchasers.
Educational and government institutions sometimes receive special discounts.
Other than this, trade discounts and quantity discount are very uncommon.
The third factor in the general price policy is the matter of
terms. Cash discounts are not given. The use of list prices is also very
1. Bums, A. R., The Decline of Competition, McGraw-Hill Book Company.
2. Ibid.
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infrequent and most prices are quoted at net thirty days. In some cases
where credit is crucial other terms are agreed on between the manufacturer
1/
and customer. One of the older but commonly accepted set of terms is:
60$. when shipped or when offered for shipment,
20$, 30 days after due date of first payment,
20$, 60 days after due date of second payment.
There are exceptions to the terms just mentioned. In cases
of very large installations, payments while the machine is in the pro-
cess of manufacture are very common. Sometimes payments are even required
v/^hen the order is placed to cover tremendous expenditures for raw materials.
Also, for these very large pieces of equipment part of the sale price is
often reserved for payment upon satisfactory completion of "performance
tests". This means that ten or fifteen per cent of the final price of
machine m.ay be set aside until the machine is erected at the final sight
and satisfactorily meets guaranteed standards or a certain performance as
agreed on in the original contract.
In the cases of the poorer credit risks, more stringent terms
are often required. Since the users of very heavy poT/er equipment are
usually large public utilities or the bigger more successful industries,
credit risks and losses are not a big factor.
We have now considered the various machines that constitute
heavy power equipment and why we can consider the sales of the whole group
as one marketing problem, Y<e have discussed the general case of demand as
well as the business trend effects on the sales of heavy power equipment.
And finally, we have indicated the elements of the general price policy.
1, Interview with A. W, Sullivan, Ass’t Purchasing Agent, Boston Edison
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We are now prepared to present the characteristics of the selling pro-
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ^ SELI.IHG PROGRAAl ^ USED IN
MARKETING HEAVY P07<ER EQUIPLdENT
1/
Fundamentally, goods are sold in one of three ways:
1, By inspection, - that is, the purchaser views the goods
and then purchases, A typical illustration is a department store or gro-
cery store where merchandise is sold "by display"
.
2, By sample, - that is, the purchaser views a sample
and assuming the lot of merchandise bo be more or less homogeneous buys
on the basis of the quality, size or other characteristics of the sample.
This form of selling is used to sell leather, crushed stone, fabrics and
other such products,
3, By description, - that is, the products are described
by specifications or other standards and possibly illustrated by pictures,
and the purchaser buys on the basis of the correct representation in the
description.
Of course, sales can be consummated through a combination of
any or all of the above mentioned procedures. In general, heavy power
equipment is sold by description. Explicit specifications are usually
issued by the purchaser or his consulting engineer. Sometimes, the vendor
vail be asked to drav; up the specifications for the equipment and in con-
nection vrith this, the purchasers may vash to inspect similar installa-
tions v/hich the seller is usually very anxious for him to do. Heavy power
installations may, therefore, be sold by a combination of inspection and
1, Hotzclaw, H. F., The Principles of Marketing, Thomas I, Crovrell Co., 1936
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description. To further clarify the types of sales, we may differentiate
1/
six kinds.
Outright sales are sales that are made for a definite amount
which is considered final, and the product is one that is clearly defined.
The usual outright transaction is the one where the possession and owner-
ship are exchanged for the purchase price at the time of the sale or rdth-
in a very short time thereafter. There is a variation of the outright
sale which is the "sales on contract for future delivery". ?ifith this
method of sale the commodity is delivered at a future date. The trans-
action, however, is considered for cash when the product is delivered at
the shipping point. In connection -,vith a sale on contract for future
delivery, if the shipping date is months or even years in the future, and
if the cost picture is fluctuating and prices are very likely to increase,
escallation clauses are sometimes affixed to the contract. These escal-
lation clauses allow the seller to increase the price (usually ipd.thin
certain specified limits) according to certain indexes or standard prices.
These, however, are special cases of the outright sale.
The second kind of sale is known as an F.O.B, sale. The abre-
viation stands for "freight on board", but in todays' usaj£,e the phrase
means sale at point of origin. In applying the F.O.B. term, it is inter-
preted that the price applies at the point of shipment and' the seller
transmits not only possession, but also ownership of the goods at that point.
The buyer assximes all the risks of damage in transit which are not due to
the negligence of the shipper. If the sale is made F.O.B. freight allowed,
the seller pays the freight, otherwise the purchaser is responsible for
this payment, also. In either case, however, the price is agreed upon be-
1 , Holtzclaw, H. F,, The Principles of Marketing, Thomas I. Crowell Co., 1936 .
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fore delivery is made. The mode of transporation can be truck, boat, rail,
or air.
The third kind of sale is the joint account sale in which the
buyer and seller agree to pool their know'ledge of marketing and products
and to divide expenses and profits (or losses) after the sale has been
made.
The fourth type of sale is called the sale in transit, which is
the complying with market requirements in the finishing of a product in
transit. Since this is not applicable to heavy power installations, no
consideration will be given to this form of sale. The fifth variety is
the sale on consignment basis. This consists of placing the merchandise
in the hands of a middleman for the mrpose of selling at the highest pos-
sible price. The sixth form of selling is the auction sale. Goods are
offered at public or private sale to the highest bidder. Sale in transit,
consignment selling, and auction sales are not used in marketing power in-
stallations but the other three varieties are common. Outright sales, for
heavy power equipment, are becoming more infrequent since most installations
must at least be fabricated to order and in most cases even designed to
some extent to the particular application. The most common sale, therefore,
for pov/er installations is the F.O.B. type on contract for future delivery.
Since the transportation expense may be considerable on a major instal-
lation, most manufacturers have adopted the policy of allowing (paying)
the freight to the nearest freight platform at first destination. The equip-
ment is sold F.O.B. factory and the purchaser assumes the risk of damage in
transit, although the shipper usually accepts this responsibility. This
policy has been adapted in order to clarify quoted prices and not confuse
the purchaser with the hidden item of transportation expense. This "freight
equalization" has allowed the purchaser to canpare bids without predjudice
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to a manufacturer located a great distance away from the final destination
of the installation, A few products, such as boiler feed p\amps are still
sold mthout a freight allowance. Turbines, boilers, ]a rge blowers and
a few other large products are often sold "erected". This means that the
seller not only pays the freight but actually accepts the responsibility
of placing the equipment at the site and installing it. This is often
trtje where guarantees or performance tests must be met before final pay-
ment is made. In general we may consider heavy equipment as an outright
sale for future delivery with terms of F.O.B, factory and freight allowed
to the first final destination.
Selling can be accomplished in several different ways. The
method used for heavy power machinery is personal selling augmented by
advertising. The size, cost, and complicated nature of the product is
such that mail order or other indirect forms of selling are not applicable.
We can further classify the sales of heavy power equipment by the distri-
bution used in its marketing. The first type of distribution is throu^
functional middlemen who act as a£,ents of the producer but do not take
title to merchandise. The second method and the one that predominates in
the field is the direct sale froa the producer to the user. This means
that the salesman who contacts the customer and consiunmates the sale are
employees of the manufacturer and operate out of the producer’s district,
home, or branch office.
The individuals who accomplish this first type of distribution
are known as manufacturer’s agents, Frederick defines a manufacturer’s
agent as an individual or firm selling part of the output of a certain man-
1/
ufacturer vfith whom continuous relations are maintained. These agents
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usually cover a more or less limited territory in which they have ex-
clusive rights for the products they represent. The manufacturer’s agent
works on a commission basis and has little to say regarding prices or
terms of sale. His principle function is selling. He often represents
a supplementary line of non-competing products. Therefore, he is actual-
ly the sales representative of these manufacturers. He very often has
an exclusive arrangement with the manufacturer to cover a specific area.
There are comparatively few manufacturer’s agents in heavy power instal-
lation marketing. A few of the manufacturer's agents on heavy power
equipment in the Boston Area are listed below:
1. J. J. Costello Co« Pennsylvania Transformers
ITE Switchgear
2. J. Y/. Johnston Allis-Chalmers Transformers
(Pittsburgh Transformers)
3. Hayes Pump & Machinery Co Byron Jackson Pumps
U. Gustavo Preston Co Pennsylvania pump &
Compressor Company
5. Turbine Equipment Co De Laval Centrifigal Pumps
& De Laval Compressors &
Pumps
6. Starkvreather Engineering Co., Inc Morrish Machine Yiorks
Frederick lists a mmiber of advantages of using manufacturer’s
1/
agents for distribution:
1, The use of manufacturer’s agents eliminates branch office
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expenses. The agent pays all his expenses and the only remuneration is
the commission on a consummated sale. Hence a manufacturer does not waste
money on unsuccessful sales.
2. The manufacturer's agent is an independent business man and
it is to his advantage to stimulate the sales for his principal's products;
othenvise his OTm income suffers. He has an incentive to produce sales.
3. The manufacturer's agent is in a position to keep in regular
contact with buyers in his territory, since he usually has a number of
lines of products to sell. A lead developed for one manufacturer whom
he represents may result in the obtaining of orders for his other products.
1;, The manufacturer's agent is frequently able to quote on and
sell combined contracts covering a wode range of products.
5* The manufacturer's agent can more easily build up acquaint-
anceship in the field than can a salesman who must cover a large territory
and who must specialize in one line.
These are the advantages of using the manufacturer's agents and
1/
now here are some of the disadvantages;
1, The manufacturer's agents must be paid enough to cover his
inputed salary and expenses. In view of this, a manufacturer's agent may
not travel to his more distant potential customers unless reasonably sure
of an order. As a result many good leads may not be followed up.
2, In many cases the manufacturer's agent is too independent to
ccxnpletely carry out the policies of the manufacturer. They often follow
the path of least resistance and follow up only accounts offering the
easiest, most profitable and immediate results. They may also cut their
ccromission to cut a price, thus interfering vdth the manufacturer's policy.
1. FredericlqJ, H,, Industrial Marketing, Frentice-Hall Publishing Co., 193U
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3. A manufacturer's agent may attempt to carry too many or too
wide a range of products resulting in too little selling attention to all
products or at least too little effort to sell some of the products.
U. Sometimes a producer may lose a sale by the agent including
his product in a general, contract for many kinds of machinery, and the
v.'hole proposition may not be desirable.
5. A manufacturer's product sales are dependent on the acceptance
of the agent. A lot of sales may be lest if he is not popular with seme
customers. Most heavy po-'wer equipment is sold directly by manufacturers'
1/
salesman, in the Boston Area, for five reasons:
1)
' The small number of potential users to whom we
must sell. In the Boston Area there are only two
large utilities, two medium size utilities, and about
a dozen small municipals. There are quite a number
of large industrials but their needs are smaller and
their purchases less frequent.
2) There is a large average unit sale. Installa-
tions range from a fe^v thousand dollars to more
than a million dollars for each sale.
3) The market is concentrated geographically. As
we have shoivn, the heavily populated centers usually
have more utilities and more industrial prospects.
U) Along wath this concentration, geograpliically,
7fe have also shown that the utilities and industries
are larger in highly populated areas. Most i 1 of the
heavy power equipment customers are large and well
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5 ) The marketing of these installations requires
considerable technical advice in making the ap-
plication, sale, or installation. This charac-
teristic of heavy power equipment requires factory
trained engineers to make the sales, and often even
requires aid from factory specialists. In view of
this, the manufacturer wishes to have complete con-
trol over his sales and this can be accomplished
more thoroughly through the use of their o\m em-
ployees. This is one of the major advantages of
direct selling by the manufacturers own personnel.
Further reasons for using the method of direct sale for dis-
tribution are that most manufacturers of heavy power equipment produce
a vd.de line of machinery which can be sold through the same outlets.
They can, therefore, afford to sell through their own salesman. The
cost of selling is offset by the product being large and expensive.
Still another reason for the prevalence of the direct sale is the re-
quirement of a large amount of engineering service and the considerable
technical advice necessary to make repairs.
Heavy power equipment is generally sold from description in
the form of a proposal and specifications and the sale is an outright
sale on a contract for future delivery, F.O.B. the factory of manufacture
with freight paid to the destination by the producer. Furthermore, the
sale is usually made directly by a salesman in the employ of the manu-
facturer. Power installations, in particular, have other characteristics
in connection vd.th their sale. The salesman, as we have indicated, must
be engineers or well versed in engineering principles in order to under-
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stand customers problems and to correctly apply the equipment. This,
in itself, differentiates the heavy power equipment salesman from the
usual vendor.
In order to ccmiprehend the marketing of this machinery, a
typical case in procedure vd.ll be illustrated. An active and good sales
engineer will call frequently on the larger industrials and utilities
assigned to him. The first step in a typical job will be the suggestion
by the customer of a power problem. Suppose, for exajr.ple, the customer,
a utility, has had complaints, in a certain area, of lights dimming for
short periods. He may also have his industrial customers complaining
of motors slovTing up at times. The utility engineer knows that these
complaints come from dips in the voltage. This means that where these
phenomena occur the voltage regulation is poor. There are many possible
solutions to this problem. For instance, if the "feeder circuits" are
short, regulation of the bus at the station or sub-station (if a sub-
station is feeding the circuit) might be the best place to regulate the
voltage. If this is the case, there are still several possible alternates.
If a new load addition is being made or the addition of transformers is
desirable, a "tap changing under load" transfomer may be the best answer.
If the transfomer capacity is adequate or the addition of transfomer
action is unnecessary, a "regulating transfomer" or a large three phase
regulator may be the ans’wer. If, however, the feeder circuits are long
or the voltage drop at a point on the feeder circuit is large, it may be
more practical to regulate the voltage near the load. Here, again, there
are several ways to proceed. Two single phase regulators in closed delta
may be employed or even three single phase regulators. Another solution
would be a three phase regulator or the entire voltage problem may be re-
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and entirely different equipment.
In order to cope •’Arith this problem, it is easy to see that the
vendor must have a complete knowledge of electrical power distribution
and a comprehension of what his equipment will do and hoy; to apply it
to best advantage. After the salesman has gone over the problem with the
utility planning engineer or the utility's design engineer, he may make
recommedations or take the problem back to his office to analyze with his
specialists on these problems. He may also, write up the problem and
send it to his factory for the engineers at the heme plant to study. This
period of preliminary discussion may last a few days or many months. It
is of the utmost importance for the sales engineer to get in on this phase
of the transaction, as the help and service he is able to give the buyer
and his en^^ineer may very well be the deciding factor in the final purchase.
It also gives the vendor the chance to influence the type of equipment
to be purchased to a variety that he manufactures or that he is a leader
in. In view of the aid that he has given in selecting the correct equip-
ment answer, he may be given the chance to draiv up or help draw up the
final specifications used in the actual request for bids.
At any rate, the final specifications are drawn up, and in
general, they are sent in a written form to potential suppliers. Usually
a few weeks are allov/ed for the manufacturer to submit the price, delivery,
and specifications of the equipment he is offering. After quotations are
received by the buyer, a period of negotiation follows. The factors that
are considered during this period will be the subject of another chapter,
but this is the time furing which the salesman tries to convince the buyer
that his product is better in some way than his competitors. These
net-,otiations vdiich may center in the ent,ineering, purchasing or adminis-
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is awarded, or sometimes the purchase is posponed, or it is decided to
buy entirely different equipment which starts this procedure all over
again* This, in general, is the way a heavy equipment sale takes place.
Of course, in as general an outline procedure as has just been presented,
none of the special problems or intracies of the actual situation are
included, but it was deemed desirable at this point to present at least
a general picture of how a heavy power transaction comes about. More
specific problems and cases will be taken up in subsequent pages.
Vie have just shown how the salesman may enhance his position
and. that of his manufacturer by engineering service. Sales of this
equipment are often made in other ways. He may be the low price bidder,
and may be awarded the contract on this basis. In the offering of con-
tracts by municipal electric utilities, and water works, publicly owned
transportation systems, and government institutions, the bidder submit-
ting the lowest price and completely meeting the specifications is general
ly selected to supply the equipment. The reason for this policy is to
circmvent politics and favoritism in the purchasing and so that purchases
can be more easily justified. During periods of lesser business activity,
price becomes increasingly important and a great deal of "bargaining" and
"trading" take place between the vendor and the purchaser. Equipment is
often awarded to a bidder on the basis that his equipment is easier to
maintain, or is of higher quality, or has a better performance record, or
higher efficiency, than that offered by competitors. The selling of equip
ment on this "quality" basis is the goal of all successful sales engineers
as bitter experience has taught them that price cutting is not conducive
to profits for the manufacturer.
In selling "quality" the engineering attributes of the salesman
are called on again. He must understand what features of the equipment
are of benefit to the purchaser. Some will be desirable to the plan-
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nin^ department, such as the flexibility of the machine. Some charac-
teristics, such as dependability, are of primary importance to the
production department. Ease of maintenance of the machinery is the pri-
mary concern of the maintenance department. Overall efficiency is the
concern of the administrative heads of the purchaser and is one of the
main sales points to all concerned. The salesman may call on his local
office "specialists" to help sell any of the above mentioned features of
his equipment or he may call on his factory engineers for help. Since
heavy equipment salesmen usually cover a rather large variety of machinery,
sales are becoming more and more a matter of cooperation with all the ap-
plication and design engineers the manufacturer can offer.
How and where to use this specialized personnel will depend
on the nature and size of the customer and the knowledge the salesman
needs to bring into use for the sale of the particular product under con-
sideration. This subject will be covered in the next chapter as well as
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SALES ENGINEERS AND THEIR FUNCTION ;
THE SALES ORGANIZATION
We have explained the sales procedure in general and how a
salesman functions in the negotiation. It is evident from this presenta-
tion why sales engineers are required to contact the customer of a heavy
power equipment manufacturer. Let us now examine the characteristics of
these sales engineers.
Personal selling is defined as "that form of the art of sales-
manship which depends^upon the personal contact of individuals to accom-
plish its purposes".*”
"Salesmanship is the ability to persuade people to want
what they already need; is the mutually profitable ser-
vice of exchange between the producer and the consumer;
is the art of persuading people to purchase ^^oods which
will give off lasting satisfactions, by using methods
which consrime the least time and effort; is the art of
selling; is nothing more or less than making the other
fellow feel as you do about the thing you have to sell;
is the art of satisfying the need of a customer with
goods and services; thereby establishing continuous and
profitable relations between buyer and seller". 2/
This definition covers the broad field of general salesman-
ship but must be adapted to our specific case.
Sellers are sometimes divided into two broad classifications.
The vertical selling group are salesman and sales engineers selling
equipment to particular industries. These salesman become known as tex-
tile salesman, lumber salesman, or utilities salesman, etc. They become
1. Tosdal, H. R., Principles of Personal belling, McGraw-Hill Publishing
Corripany, 19 26, Page 8.
2. Russell, F. A., Textbook of Salesmanship, McGraw-Hill Publisning Com-
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specialists in the application of their equipment to specific industries.
The particular individual markets that they sell to may also be called
a vertical market. The second division is knowi as the horizontal group.
These salesmen and sales engineers sell a particular group of products to
all industries. These engineers would be known as electrical sales en-
gineers, or mechanical sales engineers, etc. They sell to a horizontal
market which are all the industries using their type of equipment.
In order to get closer to the selling picture of heavy power
equipment, let us consider the types of salesmen that can be used for
1/
this industry. First of all, the most common selling representative
of the heavy machinery manufacturer is the specialty sales engineer. He
is a salesman qualified by education and experience to advise industrial
and utility buyers on the engineering phases of highly technical appli-
cations. These men usually handle a single type of product or closely
allied groups of products and specialize in certain industries. In
£/
other words, they serve the vertical markets with vertical products.
The second type of salesman is the general technical sales engineer. These
salesmen are technically trained and are qualified to explain and apply
general engineering products for a fairly wide number of uses. They of-
ten handle a large line of products used in a number of industries. These
engineers serve the horizontal marie ts with horizontal products.
For the above two groups, selling ability and engineering lonow-
ledge are equally important qualifications. The third group of salesmen
are the non-technical salesmen who are contact men, and negotiators, but
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cannot be of value on the engineering^ end. They are becoming less
and less canmon in the marketing of heavy power equipment. The fourth
group of salesmen are the missionary men who enter the sales field main-
y
ly to educate rather than to sell. Planning engineers and central
station experts might be considered in this classification and as such
are really in the field of sales promotion. Their functions will be
discussed more fully with the other sales promotion aids. Since both
the general and specialized sales engineers are commonly used to market
this equipment and since their requisites and training are very similar,
they will be considered as one, and called sales engineers. The duties
and functions of the successful sales engineer are most concisely stated
in the definition of the selling itself. "Sales engineering is the act
of selling equipment and services which require engineering skill in their
3/
solution, application and use," According to Bernard Lester, one of
the outstanding experts on a sales engineering, the sales engineer has
the double function of looking at problems from a technical view and
y
with a "business eye". That is, he must observe and evaluate what he
sees on the basis of economic and technical factors. They must not only
be engineers, but must understand the importance of profit and have a
knowledge of the market.
The first duty or job of the sales engineer and his manager is
to analyze the market he will deal with. In order to sell intelligently,
the engineer should knov/ 'Virfhether he must deal with a "horizontal" or
"vertical" market. If he is selling paper making machines, he -will be
1. Fredick, J. H., Industrial Marketing, Prentice-Hall Publishing Co., 193ii»
2. Ibid.
3. Lester, Bernard, Sales Engineering, J. Wiley and Sons, 19U0.
U. Ibid., Page 3.
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dealing with the paper making industry, a vertical market. To deal
effectively with them he must be an expert on this industry and he must
learn how they think and act and v^hat motivates their buying. If the
salesman is dealing mth a horizontal market such as centrifigal pumps,
he must be an expert in his own equipment and its correct application.
He cannot be responsible for a knowledge of all the industries that he
will contact. In either case there are many problems that he must under-
take and solve. First, he must locate his market. He must study it from
a geographical point of view, so that he can plan to cover it effectively
with the least possible waste of time.
Secondly, he must know the nature of the market and v«rhere the
1/
customer buys. The market for turbines, for instance, is very different
from the markets for transfomers and smtch^ear. A turbine is a pur-
chase made comparatively infrequently even by the largest utilites and
industrials and usually involves the customers top "brass" as the magni-
tude of such a purchase brings it definitely into the field of the com-
pany's business policy. Transformers and switchgear, on the other hand,
may be a comparatively routine purchase by the larger conpanies aid the
purchasing and engineering departments may handle all the elements of
such a negotiation.
The third factor that the sales engineer must consider are the
y
motives which actuate buying. Most of his customers will be in business
to make money. The primary appeal will then be the element of profit.
This may be interpreted in their purchasing equipment of the lowest initial
cost. This may be tanpered by lower operating costs, higher efficiency.
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or loTi'rer maintenance expense. The custcmier may be motivated in placing
his orders by the various services performed by the vendor, such as plan-
ning, engineering, accounting, etc. The buyer may place his emphasis
on the relative quality of the merchandise offered.
The fourth factor that the sales representative must be versed
1/
in is the relationship between distribution and selling. He must know
who can use his product, the acceptance of his make, what customers can
satisfactorily apply his product to their uses, and the existing system
of distribution. In the marketing of heavy oower equipment there are
2/
three general routes for the sales engineer to consider:
1. Direct from manufacturer to user. This method -vill ap-
ply where the utility or industrial have their ovm engineering depart-
ments or where the custaner relies on the vendor for his engineering ap-
plication.
2. From manufacturer through a consulting engineer or engineering
firm to the user. Many large users employ the services of consulting
engineers for policy reasons and many others hire them as they feel they
need their advice for engineering problems,
3. From manufacturer to the major manufacturer who buys to com-
plete the -whole job and then vends the whole unit to the user. Accessory
equipment, such as sane pumps and other heavy auxilliary equipment are
distributed in this manner.
The fifth general field that the sales engineer must be familiar
v.lth are the characteristics of the product he sells. He must know why
the product is designed as it is. He must be cognizant of the steps in
1. Lester, Bernard, Sales Engineering
,
J. Wiley and Sons, 191:0
,
2. Ibid.
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in manufacture that affect its successful operation. He must under-
stand hovr the equipment functions under normal conditions and under
circumstances that are encountered less frequently, as well as all its
possible uses. The design of the equipment, as far as the salesman is
concerned, is important only as to the final result it accomplishes
in service. Design information may be valuable, however, in evaluating
the various competing products.
The sixth element that the sales representative is responsi-
ble for is having an understanding of organized methods of purchasing.
He must study the individual purchaser as to the personnel in the or-
ganization. It is essential to know the responsibilities and personalities
of each person involved in the buying. To be fully aware of the conditions
affecting the sale it is important to be informed on the activities of
the company, its financial condition, its business connections and even
the outside companies which directly influence its buying. It can also
be helpful to know the policies and plans of the purchaser as ree,ards
maintenance, replacement and expansion.
These are the general functions of sales engineers. The fur-
ther analysis of their duties as related to sales procedure will be dis-
cussed under the subject "organizing for selling". A sales engineer must
have considerable aid to perform all the ftmctions mentioned. The sales
organization that backs him up must be closely integrated. It is dif-
ficult to pick out a typical sales organization as not two are exactly
alike; but in order to get an idea of their magnitude and functions, the
one used by the Allis-Chalmers manufacturing company was selected.
In this company the sales department head is a vice-president
who is director of sales of the General Machinery Division, He has an
assistant to handle more routine matters 3ind a staXf of assisting depart-
m"I:
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merits. These departments include a commercial research section vrho work
up sales potentials and a group of sales promotion sections. The central
station sales group lends aid in coordinating sales and engineering in
the application of the company's numerous products to the utility indus-
tries. The corresponding group that performs the same function for the
general industries is called the industrial sales group. To augment
these departments there are the export sales group and dealer sales group.
This completes the staff division. They are located at the main plant
in Milwaukee, but individuals fran these groups often travel to different
parts of the country to help the sales engineer with his utility or in-
dustrial customers particularly in the planning phase. Also, at the main
plant are the product sections. The sales of each product section, is
managed by a "sales-engineer - in-charge". The application engineering
and recommendations, and general sales policies for the respective products
are performed by these groups. There is a separate product section for
rectifiers, S7d.tchgear, circuit breakers, transformers, voltage regulators,
motor control, steam turbines, gas turbines, compressors, condensers,
water treatment, pimips, generators and motors, in the heavy povrer equip-
ment field. These sections make out proposals and give out engineering
information to the sales engineer. Representatives from these product
departments also travel to go with sales en^^ineers to customers on special
problems or on extra large potential sales, where the man in the field
feels he needs factory assistance. The afore mentioned constitutes the
sales organization at the factory.
The continental! U, S. is divided into twelve regions for the
field organization of the Allis-Chalmers manufacturing company. The New
England regional set-up is typical of these twelve groups. It is headed
by a regional manager and his staff. Some of these regions have an ad-
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ministrative assistant and all have a representative of the treasurer’s
division to rule on credit and financial matters as well as an individual
to handle inventory and shipping matters. Also, on the regional staff
are the service and repair sections headed by a supervisor and including
one or more service and erection engineers. The complement of the re-
gional manager’s staff is augnented by several specialists such as trans-
former, switchgear and turbine experts. The allocation of these experte
to particular regions depends, of course, on the sales potentials for
the respective equipment. Each region is made up of a number of district
offices and resident representatives. In New England, Allis-Chalmers
has two large district offices; one in Boston and one in New Haven, and
a smaller office in Providence# Special representatives are assigned to
Maine, New Hampshire, Central Massachusetts, Western Massachusetts, and
Hartford. Vvhen sales warrant it, district offices will be set up where
only resident representatives exist at the present. Each district office
is headed by a district manager and includes as many salesman as are
necessary to cover the area in the jurisdiction of the district. Often
these salesmen are assigned an area to cover, but they may be assigned to
special customers instead. In a few of the larger district offices, a
vertical organization is used and salesmen are assigned on an industry
basis. Most of the lar^^er offices have an office correspondent or office
engineer who handles a lot of the routine inquiry and detail work.
The organization described is fairly typical of those used by
most heavy power equipment manufacturers. The sales engineer, despite
the number of assisting personnel, is still responsible for the selling;
and the success of the sales organization depends to a great extent on
his conduct. In recognition of this fact almost all manufacturers thor-
oughly train their sales representatives at the factory to carry the burdens
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we have described. "The effectiveness of salesmen fran the point of viev/
of the employer, deoends largely upon his policies in selecting, training,
1/
and managing them". The careful selection of prospects is becoming
more and more urgent due to the high costs of training potential sales
engineers.
Psychological tests and standardized interview procedure are
being used to "scientifically" select candidates for sales training. The
reason is explained by F. L. Vaughn:
"It seems that the psychological characteristics of
an individual are the most iraportant factors in
determining his success as a salesman. A recent and
significant development of applied psychology is the
appraisal and measurement of such characteristics and
their correlation to salesmanship and other callings.
A series of tests has revealed a casual relation be-
tween the degree of success of salesmen and the extent
to which they are extroverts. Their answers to ques-
tions and other reactions have been used in classify-
ing them into groups according to the degree to which
they are extroverts or introverts. The group most
definitely extrovert had the best record as salesmen,
and the one at the other extreme made the poorest
shovd.ngj the second and third groups had records as
salesmen in accordance with their intermediate posi-
tions .
" £/
These tests together mth past records and personal appearance pave the
way to a better selection of prospects.
Every year many of the large manufacturers send representatives
to interview and select promising young men from the American universities.
This is rapidly becoming the largest source of their technical and sales
personnel. One of the companies that follows this policy is Allis-
3/
Chalmers. They hire graduate mechanical engineers for their mechanical
1. Vaughan, F. L,, Marketing
,
Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 19U2, Page 315.
2. Ibid., Page 316.
3. Information largely from interview with J. I. Onarheim, Feb. 12, 19 U8.
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divisions and to sell their mechanical products. They take electrical
engineers to market their electrical equipment and to engineer their
electrical products. They hire industrial engineers for production, and
chemical engineers for the processing sections, and mining, civil and
metalurgical engineers and physicists for special work. To secure the
ones most adaptable to their company and products they use, a standardized
inteiTview procedure -Adth standard forms and a specified technique is used.
It is then a simpler problem to send "invitations" to the more desirable
prospects. Most manufacturers of heavy power equipment have large and
diverse possible fields of employment for these candidates. The most
critical problem is to determine the field and job that they are best
suited to. Since we are concerned with the marketing end, the Allis-
Chalmers "scientific selection of sales engineers" is a suitable example
of the tests used to carefully pick potential field representatives. The
y
tests used by this company are as follov^s:
Vocational Interest
1, "Kuder Preference Record"
This test determines the individual's interest in eight
major areas covering most vocations. The test has the particular
advantage of being easy to administer and scoring can be performed






1^ Information largely from interview with J. I, Onarheim, Feb, 12, 19U8,
2. Ibid
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It is the presence of certain interests, rather than the
lack of interest in any one in particular, that is of importaice.
Mental Maturity
2, "California test of Mental Maturity"
The most important part of this test for sales engineers
is the last part ivhich covers vocabulary. A correlation between
successful results on this section and good potential salesmen has
been noted.
Mechanical Comprehension
3. "Bemett B B" for graduate engineers has been chosen as
the best test for mechanical comprehension by Allis-Chalmers, as
a low score generally has denoted the lack of ability necessary
for sales engineers.
Personality Tests
U, "Bernreuter Personality Inventory" has been chosen as it
indicates:
a. Lack of adjustment to the individual's life and
surroundings or neurotic tendencies
b, .Self-sufficiency
c. Extroversion or introversion
Ex^oerience has sho'jvn that too strong an extrovert
is often an egotist—not a desirable characteristic
for a sales engineer.
d, Sutmissiveness—dominance, a high score is usually
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Allis-Chalmers finds the above tests helpful, but more of the
stress is placed on man's performance during his training course. They
have usually found a close correlation between his record on the training
course and the results of the aforementioned tests. They believe that
their selection and placement of students has improved \0% to 20% by
the use of the standardized intervievf and another 10^ to 20% from the use
of the psychological tests.
Not all the individuals hired as prospective sales engineers
are students. The usual sources of nevir sales personnel are; other firms,
schools, universities, and advertisements. Many have been salesmen,
design engineers, or have come from other vocations and their age groups
vary a great deal. Despite their age, previous experience or salary status,
most manufacturers of heavy power machinery feel that a potential sales-
man should have som.e factory training. Dr. Gordon Hunter, vice president
of Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company says, "It costs less to develop
a successful salesman than it costs to eliminate a failure—after he is
1/
hiredl" The importance of sales training is becoming more evident
y
to heavy power equipment manufacturers because:
1. The successful sales engineer must be able to interpret
the business, or sell the product rather than to expect friendship, per-
sonality, or popularity to make the sale for them.
2. Competition in the Boston area is keen and the successful
1. Barker, C. 'V. and Anshen, M., Modern Marketing, McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company, 1939j Page 163.
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salesman must know his product. He must also understand sales tactics in
order that he may "meet the scientific attitude of many buyers and the de-
1/
mands of the alert and competent purchasing agent",
3, "Knowledge of the various departments of a business is es-
sential so that the men of the sales department understand the operation
and requirements of the business as a whole and can work smoothly vdth
y
all executives or department heads".
U. Centralized or factory training maJkes possible the assembly-
ing of information concerning sales methods and sales policies from which
salesmen can be more thoroughly educated. This central reservoir is more
complete than any field organization can be.
5, Systemized training makes it possible for the employer to
observe the salesman and to form fairly accurate opinions concerning his
ability.
6. It is believed that a period of training develops character.
The training is expensive, but the practice in delivery of ideas,
the obtaining of product knowledge, and knack of customer analysis gained
at the factory save money later on.
It is not the vn-iter's purpose to establish factory training
as the only way of equipping the salesmien with the ability to sell. In-
tensive classroom and school study under competent instructors certainly
has its place. This should be augmented by private instruction from the
local sales manager or from a well qualified senior salesman. The pros-
pective sales ene,ineer will gather much practical help vdiile accompanying
1, Hall, S. R., Handbook of Sales Management
,
McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company, 1931 » Page 3C?.
2. Ibid., Page 307-308
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an experienced and successful salesman as an understudy. Certain
correspondence courses and night college courses can provide valuable
marketing instruction during spare hours vrhile the sales engineer is
employed
,
As examples of the factory sales training given to sales en-
gineers who are going to be employed by leading heavy power equipment
manufacturers in the Boston area, we shall briefly outline the pro-
grams of the General Electric Company, and the Allis-Chalmers manufac-
turing comnany. The General Electric Company’s general sales course is
1/
extended over a period of about two years. It is divided into seven
parts. At first, students are given a review of engineering fundamentals,
including collei^e physics, mechanics, dynamics, statics, thermodynamics,
electricity and electronics. This course takes sixteen weeks as do all
of the other parts. The second period is devoted to the study of ap-
plication engineering. The future saleanan learns to apply electrical
apparatus to industry. The third section is devoted to a study of the
company organization. Information on the company's structure, commer-
cial policy, and the procedure of handling matters vdthin the company are
thoroughly covered. The fourth division is covered by a course purchased
from the Sales Analysis Institute. This is a patented course on sales
psychology, application technique and a lot of the hidden ideas covering
the marketing of industrial and heavy power equipment. The fifth course
is devoted to the effective presentation of business ideas. This is
primarily a speaking and letter variting instruction period. Extemperaneous
and impromptu speeches are given and carefully criticized. Prepared talks
1. The information on the General Electric training course is largely
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are also presented. As a conclusion, students analyze speaking and
presentation formulae. The sixth part of the program is on the sub-
ject of product analysis. This is a study of the types, benefits and
application of General Electric apparatus in particular. The seventh
and concluding section of the factory training course is called "Better
Business Management", It is a coordinated course in which students
representing equal numbers of commercial, engineering, manufacturing,
production, and personnel men from various departments of the factories
and district offices study mutual problems. Each student is chairman of
a meeting.
At the end of the course, there is graduation' and a big social
party. Some of the students go on to specialists* courses, depending
upon the products handled, customers, responsibilities, etc. and the
course may be extended over a year after completion of the general course
The Allis-Chalmers "graduate training course" places most ef-
1/
fort on product knowledge and company organization. After psycholo-
gical tests, it is up to the student to decide where to spend the major
part of his time. He v/ill receive counsel from the personnel and train-
ing department. His choice may be desi^^, research, production, or otha"
departments. For the prospective sales engineers the training course is
eighteen months in length. It consists of an organized electrical course
and courses in the mechanical sections followed by a sales course called
the "Utility Approach". The various mechanical courses are similar to
the electrical courses, and therefore, for the purpose of this brief ex-
1. Information on the Allis-Chalmers training course from an interview
YO-th Bert Colby, Commercial Research Department, Allis-Chalmers,
December 19, 19U7*
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ample, the outline of the electrical course -will suffice for the technical
end. The fundamental purpose of the standard four months electrical study
at Allis-Chalmers is to have the student become familiar with the teciinical
points of the product and the desie,n and application of Allis-Chalmers
electrical equipment. Part of this period is spent analyzingi competitors
products also. One excellent part of the course allows the student to
make a presentation of his product to make believe "Purchaser" ’.vho is
another student and against simulated competition. This is only done
in the transformer end regulator sections at present, but it is planned
to carry this policy through for all sections, bhop trips are planned for
each electrical department which means transformer, rectifier, voltage
regulator, switchgear, motor and generator, and control. Potential sales
engineers also spend time in the pricing section, factory sales section,
engineering section and design section of each of the aforementioned de-
partments. The climax to this part of the course is called the "Utility
Approach", and this is an industrial sales course. It is presented by
ex-utility men and experienced utility salesmen from the company's cen-
tral station and industrial sales departments. The various factors that
influence the sales are discussed and desirable personality characteris-
tics are frankly talked up. Various true case studies from their sales
files are explained along with typical organization charts of utilities and
outlines of electrical system operation. The number of men necessary to
cultivate in the customers or£,anization and the way to ^et along with them
are also the subjects of lectures. Ihile this course covers generally
the same field as the one offered by the General Electric Company, Allis-
Chalmers places more effect on product knowledge and analysis at the fac-
tory and follows up with practic al sales training in the field and on the
ts
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job. Both courses are typical of the ones offered by almost all heavy
power equipment manufacturers. Bernard Lester believes all of these
1/
courses should stress four points.”
1. A knowledge of customers and markets
2. A knovirledge of products offered, not only yours, but
also those of customers
3. The development of personal characteristics, courtesy,
good manners, pleasing disposition, courage and per-
sistence etc.
U. The development of sales skills and the vdll to do
a creditable job.
Almost all witers on the subject of industrial marketing seem
to agree on the desirable personal characteristics of a salesman. Russell
2/
in his "Textbook of Salesmanship" lists the follovang qualifications;
1. Adaptability
2 . Courage








1. Lester, Bernard, Sales Engineering
,
T. Vifiley and Sons, 19U0»
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Holtzclaw quotes the characteristics deemed desirable for sales-
men by the L. E. Waterman Company as appearance, knowledge, ambition,
1/
courtesy, enthusiasm, cooperation, observation, and intelligence. Yvhile
these qualifications, as advanced by these authorities, read quite dif-
ferently, the characteristics of an individual possessing either set of
qualities would be about the same. To possess such a composite list of
attributes would be quite a goal for any person.
There are fundamentally ten different payment methods for
2/
salesmen. These are listed as follows;
1 . Straight commission
2. Straight salary
3. Salary plus commission
U. Salary or comjTiission combined with bonus
5. The task or task and bonus system
6. The point system
7. The rating system
8. The sales quota plan
9 . Profit sharing
10,
Salary and percentage of saving plan
The manufacturer’s agent is usually compensated by a straight
commission or a commission with a bonus. The heavy power equipment sales-
men, hovrever, is usually paid a salary and sometimes a bonus is added for
a superior selling record. The reason for using this system is that heavy
machinery sales are a repeat business proposition and the long term satis-
1. Holtzclaw, H. F., Principles of Marketing, Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1936.
2. Ibid
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factory relations vdth a customer are often far more important than an
immediate sale. High pressure techniques are therefore undesirable and
any incentive ^siiich might result in this form of selling is to be dis-
courae,ed. Some of the regional managers, however, receive bonuses or a
percentage in a profit sharing system on top of their regular salary. A
few manufacturers have adopted a salary plus a small bonus compensation
system, but in general the financial incentive for the heav^ power equip-
ment salesman is the prospect of a larger salary.
In the operation of any field sales organization, the manager
plays a very important part. Most sales managers have been salesmen be-
fore they Tfere raised to managerial position. They, therefore, understand
the problems and interests of the men actually doing the selling. In any
supervision of salesmen, the objective is to develop and maintain their
sales ability. Probably the most important aspect of this objective is
1/
to arouse and sustain the salesman's enthusiasm. This can be done by
means of letters, publications, conventions, contests, and promotions.
It is amazing what a salesman can and will do for a pat on the back from
the "boss". The sales manager must of course direct the activities of
his salesmen and supervise the office as well as make many other policy
decision, but the idea of instilling enthusiasm in his salesmen is funda-
mental to a successful sales office.
1. VaUj^han, F. L., Marketing, Farrar and Rinehart, Inc,, 19U2.
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Chapter V
ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION
Vaughan clarifies the relationship of personal selling and
advertising as used in the marketing of heavy power equipment in the fol-
lovdng paragraph:
"Today’s definition,—salesmanship is considered personal,
•handicraft', and small scale; while advertising is im-
personal, machine-like, and large scale. In other words,
one is the personal solicitation of a prospective buyer;
while the other is an impersonal, mechanical, and large
scale appeal to a group of prospective buyers." 1/
y.Tiat then, is the relationship between advertising and personal
selling? In the case of heavy power machinery, advertising is used to
supplement personal selling. Advertising is also used to break down
sales resistaice and to make the work of salesman more productive. Per-
sonal selling has the characteristic of being adaptable to meet the needs
existing at the time sales promotion is most desirable. It permits the
seller to speak the language of the potential customers and stress the
points the buyer finds interesting, as well as answer the questions the
purchaser may have in mind. Advertising, on the other hand, is impersonal
and must of necessity, speak only to the average and not the individual
custoner.
In the industrial field, advertising's most importai t activity
is to increase the effectiveness of the salesmen's activities. Advertising
2/
can acccanplish this in six ways:
1. Advertising can secure inquiries and thus save the salesman's
1. Vaughan, F, L., Marketing
,
Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 19U2, Page 315*
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time from being wasted on non-prospects. Potential customers, after seeing
an advertisement of a product that they would like to know more about,
will write for a descriptive bulletin or consult the manufacturer's near-
est district office.
2. Advertising can pave the way for the salesman. It Vvill
help to put the manufacturer's name in the mind of the buyer. It is just
nonnal psychology to more warmly receive the representative of a manufac-
turer, whose name is familiar to you. It is this increased effectiveness
in the initial interview that is one of the goals of industrial advertising.
3. Advertising can increase the frequency of contact. There
is a cer-tain limit to the frequency of personal calls for manpower and
economic reasons. Advertising may substitute for calls by keeping the
manufacturer's name and products before the buyer.
U, Advertising can be used to reach keymen that the average sales
engineer is unable to see. Also, there may be a number of top officials
who do not usually receive manufacturer's representatives, but do read in-
dustrial magazines, listen to the radio, and glance through professional
journals.
5. Advertising can gain prestige for the manufacturer and hence
for his representatives. It reflects the integrity of a good manufacturer,
if his advertisements are frank and well planned copy.
6. Advertising can check or emphasize the salesman's story. It
is a human weakness to more quickly believe the printed word than the ver-
bal story.
These six supplements sales aids are what can be expected from
intelligent and active advertising. ?^ithout it, selling is costly and
often long periods of time and many orders are lost before the representa-
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power machinery as this equipment is only purchased for new plants, ex-
pansion purposes and replacement. Therefore the advertising of this
equipment keeps the name of the manufacturer in front of the buyer so
that his equipment will be purchased when conditions v/arrant new additions.
The only exception to this is the cost-saving installation. Advertising
may create demand for this type of equipment, but such apparatus is not
common in the heavy power field.
Advertising media are not numerous for heavy industrial equip-
ment. The "National Industrial Advertisers Association" lists some of
1/
those in camnon use as follows;
1. Trade and Business Papers
a. Advertising can be in the form of advertising copy
in the advertising space of the magazines.
b. Advertising can also be accomplished by technical
or business articles by employees of a manufacturer,
or articles about a product of a manufacturer. These
discertations appear in the literary section of the
magazine but can often be invaluable advertising.
2. Direct Mail
a. Advertisements sent to the attention of a person
for whom the particular advertising is intended. It
may be sent to an individual as a "Mr. Jones", or to
a "Title" such as the chief engineer, purchasing ag,ent,etc.
3. Sales and Service Literature
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a. Bulletins and printed advertising passed out in
sales calls or during service or repair procedure.
U. Miscellaneous Printed Material
a. This includes such items such as catalogues
presented to some of the larger customers and carried
by the salesmen,
5. Motion Pictures, Slides etc.
a. Often motion pictures are presented in con-
junction with technical lectures and this is a
good source of the less obtrusive advertising,
6, Radio Advertising
a. In the heavy power equipment field most radio
advertising is "institutional" or "identification"
1/
advertising.
There are other media, but they are not in popular or wide usage
at the present time. Business and trade papers and direct mail are the
most common places for heavy equipment ads. They actually perfom about
the same task, but in a somewhat different way. Business and trade papers
may be defined as magazines selecting certain specific fields or phases of
2/
business for editorial and advertising activities. They serve funda-
mentally two purposes. They are market centers where the producer of
industrial products may offer his wares for sale. They are also indepen-
dent and authoritative educational institutions. This provides a double pos
sibility for advertising to the alert manufacturer j he can, of course, buy
1. Elder, R. F., Fundamentals of Industrial Marketing, McGraw-hill Publish-
ing Company, 1935*
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space for advertising copy, or one of his en^^ineers can prepare an art-
icle, or possibly one of his products will v/arrant a discertation that
will be presented as an article. There are four types of business and
1/
trade papers,
1, There are industrial or commercial publications such as
"Electrical World", They usually cover a particular industry, and they
are mostly advertised in by industrials in a specific field,
2, The second type are technical and professional publications
such as "Factory Management and Maintenance", "Electrical Engineering",
"Mechanical Engineering" . They reach readers doing, a similar kind of vrark
over a broad field,
3, The third group are called administrative publications, such
as "Business Week" and "Nation's Business", They appeal to a horizontal
market and the manufacturers who use them present ideas that would be of
interest to almost all industry.
U. The fourth classification of business and trade papers are
the distribution publications such as "Mill Supolies," and "Electrical
Vrtiolesaling"
,
Estimates of the number of individuals reading these papers
vary according to time, those making the survey, and the other variables.
Frederick (on the basis of data assembled from a questionnaire sent out
by "Electrical Yi/orld") says that a large number (70%) of the buyers of one
type of industrial product, equipment in particular, stated tnat they re-
garded the business and trade papers as the most valuable source of in-
y
formation on new developments in that line. An interesting check was
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made in this survey of the type of medium that provides direct contact
1/
mth the industrial buyer through replies to the following question: ”
Companies in the manufacturing industries were asked in what publication
advertising of equipment should be published to be most useful to their
organization. Over 96^ of the replies specified industrial and trade
publications as those in which they wished to read advertisements of
manufacturers' equipment; in the service industries, such as utilities,
y
98^ specified the same type of publications. The classes of publica-
tions preferred by both manufacturing and service industries were found
to be as follov/s;
Table VI










Business and trade publications 585 3I1U
Directories (trade) misc. 51 21
Financial publications 29 2
General medium 16 7
Another survey of the reading habits of 383 industrial managers
revealed the fact that 66% of those managers interviewed relied upon busi-
ness and trade papers to supply them with information on new processes,
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1/
methods, new equipment, and material. In other v/'ords this proportion
of the industrial managers stated that they read articles or advertise-
ments dealing vdth this subject in trade and business papers. At the same
time only 10;^ of these men read such ads or articles in general publica-
2/
tions. General publications reach their readers only through personal
subscriptions and newstand sales. Business publications, however, are
frequently routed from executive to executive throughout a plant on a com-
pany subscription so that these papers quite often have a very large un-
recorded circulation.
Agnew, an expert on advertising media, lists the folloT,d.ng
y
advantages of advertising in business and trade papers:
1,
Most worthwhile trade and business papers have a con-
trolled circulation policy. These magazines are available
chiefly to leaders in the industry or professional men, and
generally they reach practically all of the men controlling
the buying power of the field in which they circulate.
2,
At the same time, business and trade papers cover a
large buying market vrith great buying pov/er per average reader,
and vdth a minimum of unresponsive circulation,
3.
Evidence has shown that these publications are read
both at home and at the office during business hours.
U. Many magazines of this type present authoritative
articles and these publications are held in high esteem by
their readers.
1. Frederick, John H., Industrial Marketint^, Prentice-Hall Publishine,
Company, 19314.
2. Ibid.
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5. Business and trade papers are published weekly
or monthly and are therefore timely. Advertising copy can
also be timely as it does not have to be prepared far in
advance as is the case with most general publications,
6. The professional readers can easily understand the
technical language necessary for descriptive advertising of
heavy power equipment,
7. Business and trade papers are subscribed to by almost
all large industry and professional people and therefore follow
men from job to job,
1/
Agnew also lists certain disadvantages of these papers:
1,
There are too many business and trade papers.
This results in inflated circulation, overlapping and dupli-
cation. Unless manufacturers carry copy in almost all the
magazines, they may miss desirable prospects,
2, Business and trade papers often carry too much advertis-
ing in one issue and the chances that one manufacturer’s copy
%vili be noticed or read are small,
3. In spite of the fact that surveys indicate that a
large proportion of professional and industrial executives
read business and trade papers regularly, many advertisers
feel that some means should be provided of insuring that the
readers consult the advertising sections,
U. Despite the rather ambitious programs and policies of
som*e of these papers, there are still a great many who are ig-
norant about the market they represent and the extent of the
1, Agnew, H. E., Advertising Media, P. Van Nostrand Company, 193^
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purchases made by their readers.
General Business Publications were found by the writer to
contain little or no heavy power equipment advertising copy. Newspa-
pers, and general magazines likewise are not used by this industry.
Direct mail advertising is the other popular form for ads on power in-
stallations. These advertisements take the fonn of bulletins, booklets,
or folders that are sent to customers by name or title at their place of
business or residence. They have certain specific advantages. The mes-
sages are generally direct and are written to personally appeal to the
selected people on the particular mailing list. The message, at the
same time, does not have to compete with others for the attention of
the reader as do adve tisements in business and trade publications. This
direct appeal can be timed to reach the customer when they are likely to
be a prospect for the particular product. Wasted circulation is almost
eliminated, since the manufacturer can select his prospects very care-
fully. The advertiser using direct mail can also present as complete a
story as deemed desirable and use as technical a form of presentation as
the occasion and reader warrant. Most of the heavy power equipment pro-
ducers use direct mail for a part of their advertising compaign. General
Electric, Westinghouse, and Allis-ChaLners, have regular mailing lists
for distribution of this material in the Boston area. Some manufacturers
have a regular magazine or bulletin sent out monthly which contains in-
formation on more than one product. Such a magazine is "The Allis-
Chalmers Review^", a technical, electrical, direct mail publication, con-
taining articles, product information, and regular advertising copy and
distributed only to persons on a selected mailing list. Where the number
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This form of advertising also ap eals to the smaller manufacturer who can-
not afford to waste his advertising dollar. You can be pretty sure of
your material reaching the prospect, but vdiether he reads it or auto-
matically throws it out, is another problem. One of the most important
elements of direct mail advertising is in keeping the mailing lists ac-
curate and up to date. In 1938> a Chicago advertising agency estimated
that the names on mailing lists to manufacturers are sub.iect to about a
1/
2S% change per year. The importance of direct mail advertising cannot
be overestimated. Before 'world War II, a survey made in Chicago showed
y
that U9*3;^ of advertising appropriations were for direct mail. This
covered 56 classifications of industries in all fields. From a question-
naire issued by Electrical World
,
approximately 30^ of industrial buyers
clearly indicated that they valued manufacturers catalogs, booklets, and
other direct mail literature furnishing information relating to the ap-
plication and performance of the. equipment. The writer in a series of
interviev/s with buyers in the Boston area found the following;
A purchasing agent of a large utility in the area said that he
noticed and opened direct mail advertisements sent to his attention, but
found many of them too detailed, or not applicable to the utility pro-
blems. On the other hand a large percentage were interesting and were
3/
forwarded to engineers in the various departments for their investigation.
A manager of a typical municipal indicated that most managers of
these smaller utilities had time to read direct mail ads and that they
1. Walter, L. R., Effective Marketing
,
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co,, 1938*
2. Ibid.
3. Interview, A, Y, Sullivan, Ass't Purchasing Agent, Boston Edison Co.,
Febraary 11, 19U8,
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served their purpose particularly -when followed up by salesmen's calls.
An interview with several engineers of a large consulting engineering
firm indicated that if the mail is properly addressed, it 7d.ll receive
2/
attention. If, however, the ads are sent to an engineer handling
something not connected with the apparatus discussed, the material will
3/
probably not get forwarded to the correct party. It appears that the
problem of successful distribution of direct mail material is more dif-
ficult in large industrials. If it is sent to a purchasing agent, he is
likely to dispose of it without particular attention unless it happens to
fit in with something he is purchasing at that time. Small industrials
do seem to give more attention to this form of advertising unless they
become overburdened with it. From the ^^iter's experience it appears
that in the heavy power equipment field nevir developments, improvements
in design, and new applications can be successfully advertised by direct
mail that is correctly directed to interested prospects.
Most heavy equipment manufacturers marketing in New England do
some direct mail and some trade paper advertising. A typical advertising
orogram for the year 19U8 as proposed by one manufacturer is outlined as
V
having two main aims. The first aim will be to give immediate ad-
vertising assistance to comiany products that are reasonably available as
far as shipment is concerned. The second aim is to lay the advertis ing
groundwork for an anticipated increase in competitive selling conditions
1. Interview, Leo Nimblett, Manager Danvers Electric Lt. Dept., Feb, ^ 19
U
8 *
" Carol Oliver, Ass't Manager Belmont Electric Lt. Dept., " "
" Joseph Price, Sup't Norwood Electric Light Dept., Feb, 26, 19U8.
2. 0. M. Fish, Jackson & Moreland Engineers, March 8, 19U8.
3. Ibid.
U. Information on this program came from a confidential source.
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in other company products which vdll be more available for reasonably
prompt delivery at sane future time. The outstanding change in this
company’s advertising is the return to "prestige advertising". This "big
time" advei’tising ’-vill consist of double-page spreads throughout the year
in "Time", "Newsweek", "Business Week", and "U. S. News", The same ads
will also appear in the "’A'aH Street Journal", and the "Chicago Journal
of Commerce". An increase in the amount of "industry type advertising"
is also planned. This is done to demonstrate to an industry the wide line
of equipment that this company manufacturers specifically for that indus-
try. Among the industries to be covered are Electric Utilities, Iron and
Steel, Pulp and Paper, Public Works, Petrole^'m, etc. In addition to the
above campaigns, over tvrenty advertising campaigns covering specific pro-
duct lines vdll be run in a wide list of the leading trade magazines.
These product ads vdll include more sales data than ever used before.
During 19U7, this company published a total of 1P3 descriptive
bulletins, ?6 of v/^hich were entirely nev/ or materially revised. In 19U8,
even more vdll be made available so that there will be at least one bul-
letin for each important product. Customer catalogs, specifications sheets,
and price books will also receive increased attentions. New installation
photographs are being made to keep the advertising timely. Advertising
for this company will be a "high speed tool of selling" in a long range
sales plan.
Table VII outlines bhe trade and institutional paper advertising
for the year 1938, for this conpany.
The preparation of advertising is not A subject for this paper,
A few of the more ccmmonly accepted ideas of advertising ccpy for heavy
power equipment are important to the general theme of this discussion. Most
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BJSII^fESS livEEK • • • 167, llU 2-page spreads 13
NlTvYSViEEK 726,188 2-page spreads 10
U. S. NEWS 280,266 2-page spreads 10




CHICAGO JOURNAL OF COmTERCE 32,920 t pages 13
Totals • . • 2,880,311 69
Trade Campaign
Total Circulation
A total of 7U foremost
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infonnative« The exception to this is institutional advertising
which does not deal specifically with the products sold by the advertiser
but rather defines or elaborates their policies, trade practices, or
general position in the particular industry, While this form of advertising
may be informative to a degree, its purpose is to build prestige and good-
will. In general, the witer believes tha t advertising of heavy power
equipment should lay stress on the characteristics of the product rather
than the usefulness of the product. This is a breech in the policy of
most industrial advertising, but the reason for this is that buyers of
power installation knov^ the use and purpose of the industrial equipment
and are more interested in the specific features and characteristics of
the particular machine. Ads describing the product should be specific,
but at the same time they must be interesting and convincing. In addi-
tion the advertising approach and language should be fitted to the medium
used. Advertising is flexible and points of emphasis, and amount of de-
tail can be varied to the particular selling problem vd.th which a manufac-
turer may be confronted.
In order to get a better idea of the advertising used by heavy
povrer equipment manufacturers, the writer made a survey of advertising
appeals used by manufacturers in ads in more than fifty isvsues of t'welve
leading business and trade publications. The vrork sheet as well as the
explanation of the equipment mil be found in Appendix A. Table VIII will
show the results of this survey along with the results of a much more com-
plete analysis made some years ago. From, the comparison of the two surveys
it is easy to see that the most popular primary appeals are efficiency,
economy, institutional and quality. It is fairly easy to account for the
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large rise in the use of the institutional appeal. In the twenties and
early thirties, heavy electrical and mechanical power equipment was under-
going a radical change. It was possible at that time to use more new
appeals, such as new products, major improvements, and new uses. General
Electric used a three point appeal on svd.tchgear.
^'$0% reduction in weight, and size
1/
plus greater reliability",
buch an ad was possible in those days, but today most of the
competing products are very similar in their major characteristics and
differ only in details, arrangement, or other less spectacular ways. In
other words, at the present time, it is very unusual to find any one heavy
equipment competitor offering anything radically different from another.
The result has been a tendency towards ads to build up the prestige, in-
tegerity and ent^ineering progressiveness of the manufacturer. According
to the author's experience in the past two years, delivery time required
for apparatus has been a major element in the awarding of contracts. It
is, therefore, somewhat surprising to note that delivery was an appeal in
only fourteen out of six hundred advertisements, and these happened to be
concentrated largely in the diesel engine field.
The advertisements themselves, very often presented pictures of
prize installations and stressed the vide experience of the manufacturer
in the field. Also noteworthy, was the fact that so much of the oopy
seemed to be in the more or less educational field, that is, the ads were
e:xplanatory of the things that could be done with the apparatus, and the
flexibility of use in a customer's plant. One issue of "Power" magazine
1. Reed, Virgil D., Advertising and Selling^ Industrial Goods, Ronald Press
Company, 1936, Page
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STUDY OF ADVERTISING APPEALS
Primary Appeal of Individual Advertisement
Primary Appeal Heavy Equipment
, 19 214.-19 25j Heavy power Equipment
1926-1927; 1928-1929; I93O-I93I; June, 19147-Dec., I9I47
1932-1933; (3600 Industrial Advertisements)


















































1. Reed, Virgil P,, Advertising & Selling Industrial Goods , Page 59*
2, Author Survey, December 19li7> See Appendix A.
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had seventy heavy power equipment ads alone, (almost all of which were
full-page displays) and had two-hundred and seventy pages of industrial
1/
advertisements. It's no small vrander that buyers find these magazines
of any value at all. It is true that this overcrovifding of material has
greatly lessened the value of advertising in trade papers. Some heavy
power equipment ccMpanies, however, do allot the major share of their bud-
2/
get to purchasing copy in these magazines. The McGraw-Hill Publishing
Company is one of the largest publishers of heavy pov^’er equipment magazines
which include, "Power", "Engineering Nev^s Record", and "Electrical Tforld",
Their salesmen work -.'dth the manufacturer to plan campaigns, vnrite copy
etc. These magazines go as far as making circulation, media, and reader
3/
studies, but some of the findings are naturally somewhat prejudiced.
Lar^^e heavy power equipment producers do not just purchase
y
advertising space, but organize their material for campaigns. The vol-
ume of advertising warranted is alloted to products (partly by percentage
of sales) or to industries. That is, a percentage of the advertising dol-
lar is allocated to a product, or a certain part of the advertising is
devoted to advertising the product to a certain industry. The campaign is
then set up either for an institutional approach to build prestige both for
the product and the company, or as a product campaign to discuss new features
of the product or new approaches to the same product. To decide what ad-
vertising to use and to get ideas, competitive advertisements are studied as
to vrfiat was advertised, salable features, and selling appeals. Sales per-
1. Power
,
November 19U7j Vol, 91 , No. 11, McGrav^-Hill Publishing Company,
2. Interview, George Johnson, Advertising Dept., Allis-Chalmers, Dec, 18, 'U7«
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sonnel and people from the product departments are asked for sugj^estions
for advertising features that are different. Certain strategy is consid-
1/
ered in the releasing of advertising. Certain copy is held frcan print
until the ideal time. Certain psychological tricks are used such as radical
changes in fom of copy when there is a major change in the product and
not shoT'dng conpetitors advantages when they can be easily adopted. Sale
appeals, as used by one company, are based largely on the competitive
advantages that they have to offer, but manufacturers may also try to have
their name associated with a product. It should be realized that the ad-
vertising caifipaign is but a part of the complete marketing plan. It is,
therefore, essential that advertising and sales effort be coordinated.
Salesmen should be given an introduction to the v/hole advertising scheme
followed by the company. The salesman should be made to feel that he is
a vital connection vdth every advertisement published as well as every
booklet and circular sent to the prospects they are cultivating. The
complete advertising campaign should be presented to the sales department
and salesmen vdth a view to encouraging an expression of opinion from this
personnel. It is only with this feeling of being a part of the v^hole ad-
vertising plan that the salesman will talce advantage of the advertising
and the leads it makes for him. At sometime during a particular advertis-
ing, campaign, the salesman should be provided with sample copies of the
publications used, together with a statement of the reasons why advertising
appears therein. He vdll then be in a better position to follow up this
advertising with sales calls.
In the heavy povrer equipment field, advertising does not sell
the product. At best it can develop leads, build prestige for the manu-
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facturer and his product, or serve in an educational capacity to show
readers what job a certain machine performs, or how the apparatus performs
the task. Such advertising is worthless if not follov/ed up by personal
sales contacts, but at the same time, the efficiency of salesmen is greatly
impaired if not completely ruined without the aid of advertising. The
use of competent, well trained salesmen, augmented by an organized practical
advertising campaign is the key to a successful marketing program.
Since almost all builders of heavy pov^er equipment market their
products on a national scale, and since the general selling problems of
this machinery is virtually the same in all areas, the advertising takes
on a national scope and little special advertising is done in any partic-
ular region. Direct mail is usually sent out to a mailing list that is
nation wide in magnitude even though composed by regions. The trade papers
used by poYfer equipment manufacturers for advertising have nation wide
distribution, so that we may say thao the advertising program used by a
heavy power machinery manufacturer for Boston would be very similar to the
one used in Chicago, St. Louis or Los Angeles. The exception to this, of
course, is in the case of the manufacturer who makes equipment that is not
used universally and geographically. Such an item as a hydraulic turbine
would have no demand where water power is impractical. A company such as
the S. Morgan Smith Company would then concentrate its dii'ect mail advertis-
ing, in areas where hydraulic power generation is prevalent.
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Chapter VI
HEAVY POYffiR E-'^UIPlViENT BUYER AND PURCHASING POLICIES
The purchase of heavy power equipment has many distinguishing
factors that make the buying procedure and policies somevdiat different
from other purchasing. These individuadities are not only important to
the sales force of the vendor but are important to the whole marketing
program and merchandising approach. In the first plane, heavy power
equipment purchasing involves large amounts even though the number of units
of product purchased is very small. The sum expended may be a few thou-
sand dollars or more than a million. The second characteristic of heavy
povrer machinery purchasing is that purchases are made on a performance
basis. The buyer is interested in economy in use, dependability, dura-
bility, flexibility, simplicity, ' ease of installation, and facility of
repairing. Before, this equipment is purchased, the buyer must have in
his possession detailed specifications of this product ai d in most instances
vdth this information at hand, a careful study is m.ade of the merits of
the particular article in question before any substantial committments
are made.
The third characteristic of the heavy power machinery industry
is the keen competitiveness of the manufacturers. As a result, most of
the competing equipment has simialr operation results and one item of one
manufacturer is interchangeable with the corresponding machine of another
manufacturer. The result is that the purchaser usually buys from more
than one supplier aid business is very often "split" between manufacturers.
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tvro distinct buying ^rouDS, nemely the vertical buying group and the
'i/
horizontal buying group. In the former, there are those buyers uiio
are a part of a definite industry such as those connected with rolling
mills, steel making, alumium repairing etc. These industrials use a
large amount of heavy power equipment, but their problems are those of
special application. The latter group consists of those buyers viiose
functions extend broadly through all industries and include those who
are mechanically, electrically and power minded, such as engineers and
mechanics. Most manufacturers recot^nize the existance of the two groups
as they must vary the selling to "fit in" with the requirements of their
potential customers. As 7/e have already revealed, for practical con-
siderations, the actual bulk of the market for heavy power equipment is
really of the horizontal variety and the manufacturer must cater to a
horizontal buying group.
The fifth major characteristic in the purchase of power install-
ations is the large number of people are involved in the transaction. It
is only in rare cases that the buying power is vested in one person.
The Eastman Study made some years ago shows the number of people
U
involved in the purchase of plant equipment:










- six or more people
1. Frederick, John H., Industrial Marketing, Prentice-Hall Publishing 6o.
193U.
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In the selling of heavy power machinery it is often difficult
to find the person or persons who are responsible for the purchases. The
men who may have a voice in buying differ according to the product and
the size of the purchase even for the same industries; and vary also,
as between different companies, even for the same product*
The sixth characteristic of heavy equipment buying is the great
amount of time necessary for the consumation of the negotiation, A study
made by the Advertising Counsellors Staff of the McGraw-Hill Company re-
vealed that in equipment purchases of over ;jpl000,00 made by larger com-
panies, an average of ninety-nine days required before the transaction
ViTas completed, vj-hile for smaller plants, an average of at least thirty
y
days was required. For medium sized plants an average of eighty days
2/
elapsed between the time the need was expressed and the order was placed.
The seventh factor differentiating heavy power equipment pur-
chasing from other procurement is the prevalence of reciprocal buying.
This results fron the equipment manufacturers being large consumers of
poiver. The eighth element distinguishing the buying of heavy power equip-
ment is the service factor. As we have stated previously a vast amount
of teclinical service is required to market installations. The individual
, buyer vd.ll want the producer's engineers to make a careful intensive study
of the particular requirements. The arrangement of the plant, the nature
of the povrer system, costs on individual and total operation are frequently
subjected to careful study in so far as the buyer desires it. Other ses^
vice will be desired from the manufacturer by the purchaser. This ivill
1. Industrial Advertising at Work, Advertising Counsellors Staff, McGraw-
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take the form of consultations -.vith chief engineers, production managers,
department foremen, design engineers, and vice-presidents in charge of
production, hj the manufacturer's representatives and specialists. The
buyer also requires the aid of the vendor in checking and improving the
detailed specifications that the buyer's engineers have drawi up. The
purchaser may also want demonstrations or wish to make field trips. The
service factor is important for heavy power equipment even after the sale
has been made, for the manufacturer must install the machine, put it in
working order, and sometimes test its operation to see if it meets per-
fomance guarantees. This installation service -^vill be required by all
buyers of electrical generating equipment for power houses, boilers, steam
turbines, for the povrer plants of factories and most large machinery sys-
tems. The service factor may be an important element to the buyer for
many years after the original sale. Repair and adjustment services will
be desired by the purchaser particularly for other than routine troubles.
Some manufacturers feel they must provide this service for good will, and
buyers have capitalized on this.
There are some other factors connected with the characteristics
we have mentioned that in themselves are n ot terribly important, but may
affect the marketing policies of the installation vendor. Special fin-
ancing is often necessary because funds are tied up for a long period of
time and capital turnover is extremely slow. Heavy power equipment is
exceedingly durable and therefore purchases occur corapartively infrequently.
The final cost of this equipment is difficult to determine as the initial
cost is only part of the total cost. Such purchases are much less affected
by current price trends, for only when the need and justification of the
/
equipment has been established is there a possibility that its actual pur-
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In the marketing of heavy pov/er equipment, one of the most
controversial questions is who the actual purchasers are. The problem
of locating buyers has considerably complicated today's sales job. As
a matter of fact, most heavy power equipment purchases are a compromise
between the opinions of many men. It has been said that "industrial
markets are men and men at work are jobs" and, therefore, according to
some experts, the best method of approach in finding the buyers is to
separate the possible buying parties in an industry separation according
1/
to their jobs. However, the multiplicity of titles used in industry
2/
make the problem of locating the "keyiien" or actual buyers confusing.
Buyers may have titles ranging from "design engineer" to "manager" to
" elect,rician" and, therefore, it is undesirable to judge buying control
by titles alone. The executive who decides to sell and advertise his
product chiefly to works managers or superintendents may later find that
he is approaching the wong parties. However, some surveys have been made
with regard to buying influence using titles as a reference. One of these
was made by Ernst and Ernst, Industrial Accountants. It was shown that
superintendents and works managers played a leading part in the baying
of industrial equipment; general managers -were next, follovred by chief
1/
engineers and engineering departments. The president occupied fourth
place in the control of buying follov/ed respectively by master mechanics,
V
chief electricians, other employees, and the board of directors. Many
1. Frederick, Jolin H., Industrial Marketing, Prentice-Hall Publisiiing
Company, 193U, Pa;^e 36.
2 . Ibid
.
3. Breyer, R, F. Commodit;/ Marketing
,
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., 1931.
k. Ibid.
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other surveys have been made to determine where the real purchasing jDower
lies. Studies generally show that the pov/er to decide that certain power
equipment is required as well as the power to select the type and make
of machinery to be purchased, is lar£,ely centralized in the hands of the
same individuals. In other words, in most plants and utilities, the same
1/
individuals possess both "initiating" and "specifying" power. These
surveys also show that buying power for heavy power equipment lies with
the men responsible for the production activities of the business rather
than the general administrative officials. In utilities, these men are
generally the station design engineers, production enu,ineers, and mainten-
ance engineers. In only the very large purchases do top administrative
officials involve themselves vdth the "initiating" and "specifying" phase
of the negotiation. The third thing that location of buying power sur-
veys generally point out is that the actual buying power for installation
is in many instances not possessed by the individual issuinj^ the formal
y
orders as a matter of a routine.
Diagrams I, II, and III presented in the next three pages are
typical organization charts of large utilities, municipal utilities, and
medium, to larger size industrials, respectively, in the Boston area. Since
these are only representative they will not apply strictly to any one ccan-
pany. Before analyzing vrhat part each individual may play in the actual
purchase, the follo/dng outline is presented to show' the essential steps
3/
of procurement in pov/er equipment purchasing procedure.
1. Frederick, John H., Industrial Marketing, Prentice-Hall Publishing
CoFipany, 1-93U.
2. Ibid.
3.. Levds, Howard T., Industrial Purchasin-^, Business Publications, Inc.
19U0.
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ORGANIZATJON CHART OF A TYPICAL
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1, Ascertainment of the need
2, An accurate statement of the character and
amount of the equipment desired.
3« The transmission of the purchase requisition to
the purchasing department.
h* Sending out the inquiry, the request for bids, and
the negotiation for the possible sources of supply.
5. Analysis of the proposals, followed by the selection
of the vendor and the placing of the order.
6*. The follow up on the order,
7. The checking of the invoice.
8. The receipt and inspection of the machinery.
9. The installation and performance follow-up,
10.
The completion of the record.
Referring to diagram I and the above outline it is easy to see
the complexity and the large number of people who can become involved
in a single installation purchase. In the case of the large utility, the
povrer sales department and the planning department together -with the
production, and engineering departments mil probably ascertain the need
for the new heavy power machinery. In this first step in the procedure,
four departm.ents and probably more than a score of men are involved. The
engineering department which includes all station and field substation
engineering, will probably make up the original specifications and make
out a purchase requisition. This requisition will then probably circulate
through the planning department for approval and the accounting department
for cost purposes and through the financial management section so that an
appropriation can be set aside for the purchase. The purchasing depart-
ment with the suggestions from the production and engineering sections
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vri.ll then send out requests for bids on the equipment. The analysis of
the bids and the final selection of the equipment may well involve the
engineering department for design reasons, the production department for
performance analysis, the maintenance department on facility and costs
of repair, and dependability, the purchasing department on initial costs
and time for delivery, and top management on policy. The last steps in
the purchasing procedure will involve the accounting and stores depart-
ments. Nine departments and probably fifty individuals would be involved
in a major purchase of heavy pov/er equipment by a large utility. In the
Boston area, there are only three utilities that can be considered as
large companies. They are the Boston E^son Company, the New England
Povrer Company, and the Nevj- England Gas and Electric Company. The latter
two are actually associations of small operatine, companies and the major
part of their business does not come from the Boston area. Their bran-
ches cover many of the further outposts of Massachusetts and the Cape,
New Hampshire, and Vermont, and although their central offices are lo-
cated in Boston, they cannot actually be considered utilities in Boston
area. For the purpose of marketing heavy power equipment, however, the
manufacturer must concentrate his sales effort on the central offices
in Boston.
The "initiating" and "specifying" power for purchases made by
these large utilities in the Boston area is as mdely distributed as in
the general example cited before. However, in the Boston area, the enj£,in-
eering, department (in one company, it is called the engineering, design
y
department) seems to have more authority than any other individual group.
1. Information for this paragraph taken frcsn the writer's experience in
selling pov/er equipment to the Boston Edison Co. Intervievj- with Mr. J. E.
Smet, sales engineer, Allis-Chalmers selling to Nev; England Gas & Electric
Company, March 1, 19^8. Interview with Mr. H. U. Wells, sales engineer,
Allis-Chalmers, selling to New England Power Company, February 28, 19U8,
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In one of these utilities the engineering department, with the coopera-
tion of the production department, makes a formal rnritten comparison of
bids and generally a Y/ritten recommendation if one can be made and justi-
fied. The top management generally revievj-s this recommendation and may
return it the engineering department with comments or forv^ard it to the
purchasing department. Three possible alternates exist at that point.
Either management can approve the engineering recormnendation, in which
case the purchasing department simply issues the order, or management
m.ay reverse the engineering recommendation (or in case there was no
real engineering preference, management may maJce a definite decision)
in virhich case the purchasing departm.ent would again just issue the or-
der. The third case is vfhen neither engineering or management has a
particular recommendation, and the decision is then placed in the hands
of the purchasing department for the awarding of the contract. Since
the engineering recommendation (when there is one) is seldom reversed,
the engineering department holds a primary position in "specifying" power.
All three of the large utilities in the Boston area follov/ a similar poli-
cy although the actual procedure and formalities differ considerably.
It is impossible to be more specific on this subject since purchasing
procedure for this equipment is not rigid and almost every major purchase
is an individual problem in itself.
Referring to Diagram II, it is easy to see that the organization
of the municipal utility makes it easier to trace the origin of buying
influence. The following towns have municipal electric stations, Hull,
?/ellesley, Norwood, Peabody, Salem, Danvers, Belmont, Reading, ’.Vakefield,
Gloucester, Sterling and others. Their organization, except where the
to-vn has a city manager form of government, is headed by the Electric
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Massachusetts. The Board consists of three members; an election for
1/
one member is held each year and the position has a three year term.
The board appoints a manager v/ho is responsible to them for the operation
of the plant and system in their jurisdiction. In the tovmi management
type of government, the tovai manager is considered the manager of all
departments. Five selectmen who are elected to their position can act
as a li^ht board on request of the manager. Under this form of govern-
ment, an appointed superintendent actually runs the Electric plant.
The persons having the "initiating" and "specifying" power in the munici-
pals in the Boston area is generally vested in the manager, (and sometimes
the assistant manager if there is one) the engineer, and the electric
light board. 7»hich of these people holds the predominating influence
depends on the particular municipal in question, but, at least the in-
dividuals influencing the purchase are small in number and comparatively
easy "to get at".
With industrials in the Boston area, locating of the buying in-
fluence is even more difficult. Each large industrial in the area has
its ovm way of handling heavy equipment purchases. For instance, the
American V/oolen Company has its plants located in the Lowell, and Lawrence
area, and the chief engineer and his staff are also located in Laiivrence.
The chief engineer and his associates probably exert the major influence
in large purchases, but the actual purchasing and "specifying" decision
1. Information on municipals from intervievj^s with:
Carol Oliver, Ass't Manag,er, Belmont Electric Li^^ht Dept., Feb. 25, 19U8.
Joseph Price, Supt Norwood Municipal Light Dept., Feb. 26, 19U8.
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is made at their New York office where their top executives and purchasing
department are located. A similar situation exists mth the American
Sugar Refining Company although they do have a purchasing agent in their
Boston plant. The executives and top purchasing authority located in
New York. In this particular company the chief engineer, who is actual-
ly the plant engineer, probably exerts the most influence in the actual
purchase of heavy power equipment. At Bird & Son, Inc.j large roofing
and floor covering manufacturers, the purchasing influence seems quite
ividely spread between the chief engineer, and his assistants, plant en-
gineers, and the purchasing department. At the Hunt-Spiller Mg. Co.,
a rather large foundry in Boston, the buying influence is centered in the
office of the Works Manager and Purchasing Department. From this brief
review of a few of the large industrials, a generalization as to the
line of buying influence would not be of great value. However, these
examples point out that purchasing is often actually performed by per-
sons whose nominal title would denote that they were entirely devoid of
this power. For instance, at the Draper Corporation in Hopedale, a recent
purchase of heavy electrical power equipment was made upon the recommen-
dations of the Chief Electrician and the superintendent of their Beebe
River plant in New Hampshire.
To summarize this discussion on persons participating in the
transaction, there are so many factors to be considered in the purchase
of heavy power equipment, that many people become involved in the actual
buying. Levri.s siammarizes the situation using data obtained from a survey
1/
on the purchase of major equipment. The number of individuals involved
in the actual purchase ranged from one to nineteen, and the average for
1. Lev.ds, Howard T., Industrial Purchasing, Business Publications, Inc,
19 UO.
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all transactions involving heavy capitol equipment was five. Less than
one percent of the negotiations were entirely handled by one person, and
1/
in 9% were only two people involved. In purchases made by industrial
companies the general superintendent was involved in 53^ of the transac-
tions, the plant engineer in h0%, the department head in 37;^ » the presi-
dent in 3h% and uhe general mana^^er in 21%} the purchasing office appeared
2/
in 92% of all transactions. The selection of the actual type of
equirment vms made mostly by the general superintendent, the plant engin-
eer and the department head. These executives v/ere believed to be the
most capable of making thedecision. In this connection, Lewis says that
it should be noted that the salesman representing vendors influenced the
type of product in but 29% of the transactions. This, of course, does
not refer to the make of the equipment which vras the function of the
salesman and purchasing agent in a much larger number of instances. In
the smaller purchases, the purchasing agent made the decision as to make
of equipnent to be bought in 2^% of the cases and was exceeded in this
function only by the general superintendent. In the larger purchases
the officials of the company and the general superintendent were more
influential in deciding the make of the equipment.
There are certain buying practices related to the purchase of
/
heavy power equipment. A large amount of this equipment is bought by
brand because of the excessive time and costs necessary to make technical
tests. The purchaser must rely on standard brands for quality and per-
1, Levri.s, Howard T., Industrial Purchasin;^, Business Publications, Inc*
19UO.
2. Ibid
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formance. For instance, it is riduculous to assume that an industrial
or utility can test a large breaker or transformer. Buying is largely
done on the basis of specifications. A lot has been done by both users
and suppliers to make it possible for purchasers to buy on a basis of a
definite quality or performance specification. Certain definite aavantages
have been claimed for this method of buying among vfhich are the following:
a) "Adequate specifications are evidence of the
fact that thought and study have been expended on the consid-
eration of the requirements for which a particular product or
material is intended. The important thing is that the specifica-
tion should actually fill the need — no more, no less. To set
the requirements at a higher level than necessary — over speci-
fication — will add to the cost without yielding returns- to
the user on the added investment. " 'Underspecification' also
proves to be costly, contrary to the belief of purchasing
agents that they are thereby keeping purchasing costs at a
y
minimum."
b) "bpecifications constitute a standard in the
measurement and check-up of mateiials as received from the
suppliers. The supplier may make out the specifications, but
the purchaser then relies on the integrity, and ability of
the supplier to know his situation. A specification covering
the precise requirements is considered the best and only as-
2/
surance of obtaining entirely suitable material."
1. Frederick, John H., Industrial Marketing, Prentice-Hall Publishing
Company, 193U.
2, Ibid., page 6?
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c) "Specifications are invaluable to the larger
industrial consumer vfho usually obtains his material from
1/
several sources of supply."
d) "Specifications insure fair competition in buy-
ing. Through their use, an industrial consumer is able to
make kno/m his precise requirements to competing suppliers
in such a way that they will have a common understanding
y
of his needs,"
e) "’Yhen specifications are drawn up on a per-
formance basis, the purchaser is assured that if the product
delivered does not give the desired results, the supplier -vvill
be responsible. The specifications may be set up by his own
using department in cooperation ;vith the purchasing depart-
ment; by the supplier; by nationally recognized technical
societies; or by the national government. Obviously, when
a purchaser orders materials or products in accordance with a
specification set up by his own organization he is making use
of a study conducted in connection with his special require-
ments and his is benefiting from the research and ex-
perimental vYork of vdiich the specification is a result. The
danger in using his oivn specification is two fold: (l) The
specification may be carelessly dravai up and thus may not
have the anticipated results, since the exact products or
1. Frederick, John H., Industrial Marketing , Prentice-Hall Pub
lishiUti Company, 193U, Page 68.
2. Ibid., Page 68.
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materials desired will not be obtained. (2) The specifica-
tion may be so elaborate and detailed as to defeat its o'/m
1 /
purpose, since it may cause unreasonable costs." This
may also result in an umvillingness on the part of the
manufacturer to quote prices when unduly elaborate speci-
fications are used.
Assuming that the buyer has issued specifications and re-
ceived quotations from several suppliers, he must then make a decision
as to -what make of equipment to^ purchase. We have already determined
the people responsible for making the purchasing decisions and now vre
shall study the motives which induce people to buy. A salesman does
not sell to a company but rather to certain individuals acting as
agents for that company. Since there are a number of persons exercising
some influence in a purchase it is desirable that the seller approach
each of these individuals with an appeal best adapted to that man's
particular part in the final purchase. The chief engineer must be
appealed to on one basis, the shop foreman on another, and the pur-
chasing office on still a third. From the point of view of the
purchaser, there are specific problems in heavy power equipment procure-
ment.
First, there are the general principles which should control
y
the selection of power equipment. The equipment should be judged from
the broad view of original costs, later costs, savings to production
costs, and how it fits in with existing plant facilities. All engineer-
1. Frederick, John H., Industrial Marketing, Prentice-Hall Publishing
Company, lp3Uj Page
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ing points should be brought out. Beyond these questions, are ones
v^ich only the purchasing or planning department and the management
can decide. Do expected engineering modifications and charges make the
purchase of the equipment at this time desirable j and is the future out-
look of the company such as to warrant this purchase; and, does the com-
pany have the funds with which to buy the theoritically most desirable
equipment, or would the less expensive somevihat less efficient equip-
ment be the more judicial investment; these are the special questions
vdiich are important in the final decision, but they are not questions
which the engineer is qualified to answer. These questions emphasize
the Importance of having many individuals involved in the purchase of
heavy power equipment.
The second oroblera in heavy equipment procurement is the
i/
analysis of the cost factors immediately applicable. Each purchaser
must study, for the particular installation in mind, the relation of
quality and service to price. A survey made by the National Association
of Purchasing Agents reveals the importance of quality and service as
follovs
:
"That of all the fundamentals, the buying of quality
is the most important as evidenced by the fact that
in reply to over five hundred questionnaires,
of all responses placed quality in the firsb position
of importance as compared with such other purchasing
factors as price, service, the financial responsibility
of the vendor reciprocity, etc. An additional eleven
per cent ranked quality as second in importance, giving
preference in various instances to price, service, and
to vendor’s responsibility. Every other pruchasing
agent ranked quality in third place. It is thus evident
that the oven'/helming opinion of purchasing agents is
1. Levri.s, Howard T., Industrial Purchasing,, Business Publications, Inc., 19UO
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that the buying of the prefer quality is their most
important function." y
Best quality is defined here as that quality best adopted to
the particular need. The primary responsibility for quality rests with
the using department. The purchasing executive's responsibility is not
confined wholly to the actual placing of the order. He is concerned
with all the factors of procurement. High initial cost must be balanced
by increased output, efficiency and the obsolence factor, in the com-
parison of ccaapeting jnachines.
The third factor in the procurement of heavy power machinery is
y
the problem of engineering service. As vre have said technical sales
service is provided by a vendor to a potential or actual purchaser
of heavy power equipment, to determine the desijins and specifications
of the machinery believed best suited to the particular requirements
of the buyer and also to insure that once bought, the equipment func-
tions properly. The availability and the quality of the service of
sales engineers and technical assistance should be another big factor
in equipment procuroment, and should only be accepted by the pros-
pective buyer when there is a reasonable possibility of an order for
the offerer.
The fourth element in the procurement problems of heavy
power equipment is the disposition of absolete or replaced equipment
3/
if there is any. There are five possibilites:
1, N. A. P. A. - Handbook of Purchasing Policies and Procedures, Vol. I,
Page 229
,
New fork, National Association of Purchasing Agents
, 1939
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1. The old equipment can be traded in on new equip-
ment. This is or was a possibility on some types of
transformers and a few other types of equipment, but in
general "trade-ins" are rare in the heavy povrer equip-
ment field.
2. It is often possible to sell the smaller old
machinery to used equipment dealers. This is particular-
ly true of circuit breakers, transformers, and rotating
machinery.
3. Occasionally, it is possible to find a buyer,
directly, who can still use equipment that is being 'dis-
placed from another plant.
U. Often, it '"•/ill be decided to keep the absolete
equipment for standby or emergency service.
5 . When there is no other altenate, the equipment
is sold for scrap,
6. The fifth major factor in installation ourchas-
1/
ing is the financing of the purchase. In only a very
few cases can all of the purchasing prog,ram be carried
on under the company's funds. For lar^e scale expan-
sion or replacement, there is a choice of borrowing
from banks, issuing long term bonds or issuing common
or preferred stock. The choice of these is a financial
problem and not a part of this marketing discussion.
The sixth problem in heavy power equipment procurement is the
2/timing of the purchase, —
1, Letd-S, Howard T,, Industrial Purchasing
,
Business Publications, Inc., 19^0,
2. Ibid.
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The elements to be considered are the delivery time required, the
tieing up of capital funds, the installation and "break~in" period,
price considerations etc. This factor can be of primary importance
in a large utility when you have hundreds of items being purchased
andlimited storage and installation facilities. The seventh factor
is the settling of certain legal questions and the eighth factor is
1/
the actual selection of the source.
These eight problems in equipment procurements when re-
versed in psychology become buying motives. Any detailed discussion
of buying motives other than what has been said .'vlll not be under
taken here. The motives of most heavy power equipment buyers are ra-
tional in comparison -i/vith other types of buying. The user will use
reasoning and judgement, as the efficiency of his business in many
cases 'Will depend on it. Friendship and the other emotional appeals
are also very important, but are believed more weighty by salesmen
y
than they actually are. Here, again, many factors influence
v;iiether emotional or rational features vdLll predominate. Certain
heavy poorer equipment is quite steriotyped, — such as transformers,
and policy and friendship can often be the most important factor in
the selection of one maker over another. Certain users and certain
producers also stress emotional appeals more than a rational approach.
y
The following is a list of possible rational buying motives:
1, Lev/is, Howard T., Industrial Purchasing, Business Publications, Inc.
19 ao.
2, Interview -with H. 0. Y/ells, Senior Sales Engineer, Allis-Chalmers,
March 28, 19 UB*
3, Reed, Virgil D., Advertising & Selling Industrial Goods, Ronald
Press Company, 1936.
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Resistance to shock and vibration
6. Durability








c. In application or assembly
11, Standard type
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a. Need of Improvement
b. Need of Replacement
c . Need of Additions
19. Safety
To Employees
20. Conformance to Specifications
21. Adjustability
22. Ease of Repairing
There are other motives v/hich are scanewhat less readily
analyzed. It is necessary to use practical psycholo£,ical thinking to
analyze the buyer and decide vdiat motives to use. The follomng factors
can be used in some cases, but must be minimized or omitted in other in-
stances :
1 . Service
a. Only if past experience is good or record
is enviable
2. Availability or parts and future supply
a. Depending on convenience, and overall picture
3. Reliability and reputation of the manufacturer
a. Can be overstressed where all are reputable
manufacturers










a. Often not too important
5 . Price of the Product
a. Can work for the vendor on one case and
against him in the next.
Not likely to build long term relations
6. Financial and Managerial Connections
a. Use of this motive often causes antagonism
in the purchasers organization
7. Friendship and family connections
a. (same as (6) )
8. Research and Pioneering
a. Generalities may not influence sale, but
can establish reputation
9. Cooperation in solving problems
10,
Availability of information on product
Results of interviews and the writer’s exoerience in the
1/
Boston area indicate the follovang:
1. Of those interviewed, all but one salesman and
agent selling heavy povrer equipment stated that they felt
that the engineering department was by far the most important
division, of those involved in the purchasing, to be satisfied
by the sales engineer.
2. Rational buying motives were often upset by individ-
ual problems. One utility had to buy equipment on a recipro-
city basis. One utility was by history a very larj^e user of
one particular manufacturer’s equipment. A third utility had
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a financial tie-up vdth a pump, compresser, and condenser
manufacturer. While these factors did not exclude any
particular manufacturer, they were definite factors that
had to be considered.
3. All those interviewed considered the service fac-
tor one of the most important elements in serving all classes
of heavy power equipment users.
U. Price and delivery were considered more or less
important, depending upon the customer. For municipals,
and government institutions price was considered the most
important factor, but this motive was considered secondary
to quality, for most other customers. Performance, stand-
ardization, part experience and price were all important
buying motives.
5. Those interviewed felt that top management entered
into the negotiations only in the largest transactions. In
other cases, if called on, they generally approved the de-
cisions of their associates.
One individual, vlio has not been considered in this discus-
sion so far and vfhose influence can be the deciding factor in many
sales, is the consulting engineer. In some cases the consulting en-
gineer acts as the buyer and even as the purchasing agent for a company
for material such as heavy power equipment. A great many utilities and
large inaustrials employ consulting engineers. They sei"ve many necessary
purposes. They can remove part of the responsibility for engineering
from the hands of a few engineers in a utility or industrial and cai
also assume part of the job of purchasing equipment. They can also
rovide expert advice on specialized subjects, where utilities and in-
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dustrials could not afford to employ such experts on a full time basis.
A few of the leading consulting engineers doing power work in the Boston
area are:
Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation
Charles T, Main, Engineers
Jackson and Moreland, Engineers
Fay Spofford and Thorndike
Doble Engineering Company
Metcalf & Eddy






When these fims are employed to build, remodel, or change
power plants for utilities or industrials they usually assume the
greater part of the "specifying" function of the buyer. Sane of the
companies like Stone and Y/ebster actually issue their 07m purchase or-
1/
ders for equipment going into a customer’s plant. In such a case
there ^vill be two engineering sections and two purchasing sections to
reckon v/ithj one of these groups will be the user of the machinery and
the other the consulting engineering firm. All purchases are made, of
course, subject to the approval of the user, so that the number of
people involved in the transaction becomes even larger than before. The
complexity of these negotiations is increased by the geo£,raphical fac-
tor sometimes existing between the consulting engineer and the user.
Stone and Webster located in Boston has custoners such as Gulf States
Utilities and Pacific Gas and Electric Tjho are more than tvrenty-five hun-
1. Interview v/ith S. M. Osthagen, Allis-Chalmers, March 3j 19 U8.
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dred miles away. It is then necessary for the vendors* sales engineers
to cooperate to sell (from two distant district offices) the user and
the consultant.
In general the same buying m otives prevail for consulting
engineers as for the users themselves. More factors can enter into
such a transaction due to the complex idea of two engineering and two
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OTHER MRKETING FUNCTIONS MD SALES AIDS
One of the most important functions in the merchandising
of heavy power equipment is the analysis of the market and product.
_V
At least fj.ve different types of market studies have to be made.
A. A Study of the Market for the Equipment
The first direction for investigation in a market
analysis is the application of the machinery to each industry. The
characteristics of this application may be helpful in deciding sales
technio^ues; and, it is essential to the salesman and service men that
this inforsnation be available. Ho\v to sell to an industry will also
depend on the number of the buying, units in each industry. The size
and purchasing power of each industry is fundamental to the decision as
to hov/ much time can economically be spent in selling to anyone division
of the total market. In making the market forecast any new methods af-
fecting the use of the equipment should be considered as they exist now
and will exist in the future as well as the modernisation program for
the product. Along with this, the long term trend of competition must
be considered. To canplete the analysis, price trends and a forecast
of business conditions will be very revealing.
B. A Study of the Buying Practices of the Market
As we have already stated it is essential for the
salesman and advertising department to know not only who buys, but the
appeals that motivate the buyer to purchase. It is also important for
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the marketer to know the position of his competitors in the market,
and to know further the buying practices of his jprospects. Such other
items as seasonal variations in purchases and the time taken in transac-
tions are studies that -will result in a more economical selling program,
C. A Study of the Relation shi[> ~vvith Customers
For forecasting and the training of salesmen, it
is desirable to have a knowledge of the relationships that exist and
can exist with customers. Up to date information and customers’ opinions
of your machinery, and its comparison 7»lth competitors, vd.ll be inval-
uable to the sales engineer. The average per centage of customers pur-
chases that you get .iill give the vendor an idea of vdiat goals to shoot
at and some means of estimating the quality of performance of his sales
force. Behind these figures and percentages, the reasons w'hy prospects
buy your equipment or, likewise, any reasons why prospects patronize
competitors is information that should be in the possession of the sales
department
.
D. A Study of the Relationships with Prospects
The study should reveal hov/ many good prospects
become custaners, how successful the sales force is at turning leads
into prospects, and how closely co-ordinated the advertising program is
vd.th the sales force. This study vd.ll also indicate the afiectiveness
of the advertising campaign in brin^^ing in leads.
E. A Studp of ^he Performance of the bales Organization
This analysis vd.ll be a check on the performance
of the other studies as well as the results of the salesraen in the field.
Possibilities of reducing sales expense and increasing efficiency may
result from this study. Also, information may show how frequently sales
calls should be made to give desired results and still be within the man-
tci ^
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power limits. The survey may discover what sales aids bring results,
and the handling of correspondence, orders, and bulletins should be
included in the study.
To have the right product is enviable as per the old maxim
"goods well made are half sold". Having, a good product and sales or-
ganization is not enough as conditions are not static. Sven to keep
a leading position in the field, it is necessary to constantly im-
prove product and merchandising procedure.
The product planning function is not necessarily part of
the merchandising procedure, but it is a part of thw whole marketing
phase of the business. No detailed analysis of product planning vri.!!
be attempted here, but the elements of product planning that affect
merchandising vd.ll be briefly stated. The first element in product
1/
planning is diversification. There are three phases of product
diversification in heavy power equipment. First, there is the crea-
tion of new products. It is possible to establish a flourshing busi-
ness vd-th a certain set of products, but our economy is one of con-
stant scientific progress so that povrer machinery eventually becomes
out dated and new equipment must be brought out.
The second element in povrer equipment diversification is
the adaption of existing products to new uses. This possibility often
makes it advisable to use installations after they are outdated for
the use they were originally intended for. The third phase or possi-
bility of diversification in the machinery field is the adaption of
1. Elder, R. F., Fundamentals of Industrial Marketing,,, McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, 1935
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existing products to chan^^ing demands. Smaller sizes and more flex-
ibility -vvill often be demanded vfhen power is in less demand and greater
capacity mil be desired when greater amounts of povrer are required.
Diversification in selling is as important as in product planning. The
dependence on a single customer or even a single inaustry tends to make
the economy of an equipment manufacturer unstable.
1/
The second division of product planning is simplification.
The elimination of obsolete products is essential to the reputation of
the company in the field. The offering of dated equipment indicates
poor judgement and lack of progressiveness on the part of the manu-
facturer. Superfluous items and. varieties should also be eliminated as
they prevent adequate production, for purposes of cost reduction, of
the main products. This simplification function is a responsibility of.
the marketing organization as vrell as the planning committee. The
sales organization is best able to determine how many varieties of a
product must be offered and hov/ much simplification and standardization
mil be accepted by prospects and customers.
Grading and quality standards are also part of product plan-
2/
ning. In the heavy povrer equipment field, the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, the National Electrical Manufacturers Association,
the American Society of Mechanical Engineering, and a few other groups
generally set the grading and quality standards for the entire industry.
To meet vath these "standards" is often the only reliable quality speci-
fication that a purchaser can consult.
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Identification such as brands and trade marks are the
y
fourth factor in the product program. The choice of a suitable
and outstanding "label" may do much for the recognition of the equip-
ment. The General Electric "GE" has beccme a mark accepted by heavy
power equipment users all over the world. Of course, the machinery
established the brand, not the brand the machinery, but the correct
use of identification vdien vievdLng an installation sticks in a cus-
tomer's mind and is a psychological sales factor. Alon^, with identi-
y
fication goes the factor of packaging. Formerly, many power equip-
ment people have believed that the appearance of equipment is not an
element in its sale. This is a definite falacy as has been proved in
later years. V/estinghouse started to think in terms of attractive de-
sign back in 1930 when they apoointed a new director vd.th the duty of
y
teaching engineers artistic design, streamlining and color. Today,
even steam turbines have a smooth streamlined exterior that has a
functional modern appearance.
One of the other major marketing functions is Industrial
Sales Promotion. In large heavy equipment manufacturer's organizations
these functions are usually adopted by one or more of his sales pro-
motion departments. These usually carry titles such as "Industrial Sales
Department", "Central Station Sales Department", f/.arine Sales Department",
etc. This nomenclature is somewhat misleading as their primary duties
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are those of sales promotion. The first function of a sales promo-
tion eircup is the development of new markets.
In product planning, the machinery is first perfected in
the research laboratory and then goes throug,h a development stage,
before going into canmercial production. Sales promotion corresponds
to the development stsge in product planning. In seeking out new
markets, imagination and ingenuity are used by the sales promotion depart
ment. Sometimes new selling ideas are used sjid sometimes missionary
men are sent around the country to investigate possible new applica-
tions and other considerations for the obtaining of new markets.
The second f\inction of the sales promotion division is to
render service to the sales force. This usually takes the form of
developing material to increase the selling efficiency of the regular
sales force. The actual result are portfolios of advertising material
designed specifically for use by the salesmen, and the witing of
sales manuals. A sales manual is to be distinguished from catalogues,
as the manual consists of sales and company information for use speci-
fically by the saleanen. Another way in which the sales promotion div-
ision can be of service to the sales force is in developing contacts
and in devising direct sales correspondence as a mail aid. They also
develop motion pictures and slides for use in lectures. In performing
this function, the prom.otion division is also helpful to the advertising
V
department. It is customary for the sales promotion division to be in
on all advertising campaigns along with the product department. They
also sponsor a great deal of direct sales correspondence from their
division and this particularly helpful where sales agents are used in the
marketing of the equipment. The promotion departments are usually respon
sible for the exibitions and trade shov;’s in their particular field. In
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the power field, trade shows and exhibits by the heavy equipment
manufacturers are usually staged in connection vd.th the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and other professional and trade groups. Cooperation with
these groups as well, as the careful and proper staging of these shoves
,
and exhibits can be excellent sales promotion. The last, but cer-
tainly not the least important, function of a "central station" or
"Industrial" sales promotion department is to co-ordinate the com-
pany's various equioment items that go into one plant or are othenvise
related. This may take the form of making a proposal or bid on a com-
plete povrer plant or actually coordinating equipment to make it have
the appearance of a standardized design. Also, the sales promotion
division can make studies of the equipment produced by the manufacturer
in order to establish the standardized sizes needed for a complete line.
?/e have already mentioned the use and possible origin of
sales manuals and their importance as another marketing function. To
be a real sales aid for industrial and heavy power equipment sales
1/
engineers, the manual must be complete in the follovd.ng respects.
It must clearly and intelligibly define the sales policies of the man-
ufacturer. This policy review must include data as to terms of sale,
freight allov/ances, v/arrantees, trade-ins, rates for service engineers,
crating infomation, etc. The manual should present briefly enough
sales information to make it possible for every salesman to use the
most efficient methods of selling as .practiced by the sales force as
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a whole. The sales majiual may also state certain pros and cons of
the manufacturers equipment and also a list of prospects p ossible
questions and the answers. It will also present a list of installa-
tions and a general statement of the engineering progress of the com-
pany in the particular field.
The ccraplete manual will show the organization chart of the
company and mil explain hovr the sales division v/orks mth the rest
of the company. Methods of handling orders, inquiries and various
types of correspondence vdll be outlined. The sales manual should
stimulate enthusiasm on the part of the sales force toY/ard the manu-
facturing, engineering and administrative parts of the company. The
presentation of the complete information on the companies products is
often reserved for the price books, but for the purposes of this paper
we 70.11 consider them together | and as one subject.
Therefore the manual and sales book must contain the com-
plete design, engineering, application, and price information that
70.11 be put in the hands of the sales engineer. For heavy povrer equip-
ment, the make-up of the sales manual should be of a loose leaf type,
mimbered so that new sheets can be easily installed. Not only are
there continual changes in price, but also some remodeling and modern-
izing takes place in the design. The inforraation should be easily
readable and presented so that a prospect can be shown the book if the
sales^/ian deems it desirable.
The writer made a survey on the make-up of sales manuals
and price books as desired by sales en£,ineers selling heavy power equip-
ment in the Boston area to various sizes and types of concerns. The
1/
results were as follov/s;
1. Informabion as to data is in Appendix B-
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SALES IvlANUALS - ItiAKE-UP
Y/hat should be in a Sales Manuals and Price Book (if
Should the follovdng items be in your sales manuals?combined)?
1. Weights and oimensions?
2. Materials and specification of
important parts (of the equipment)?
3. Method of application of items of
equipment?
U. List of actual results obtained by
customers? or just a list of users?
5. Method of manufacturing?
6. Pictures and installation photO'
graphs?
7. Brief history of company
8. Answers to common objections from
prospects?
9* Sales talks on sales points for
major products
10. Combined sales manual and price
book?
11, Should sales book be presentable to
customer or separate sales aids?





20% wanted list of actual results
80% wanted list of users
30% wanted information on method
of manufacture
80% thought pictures & photo-
graphs helpful
30^ thought this advisable
50% recommended separate book
on this subject
70% thought they needed this
information published
80% said Yes
30% for combined sales and
price book
100% in favor of separate
sales aids, only 20% thought
book should be presentable
to customer
1. See Appendix B-
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Under the subject of remarks most salesmen thought that
price books and sales manuals in use by the salesmen should be very
complete but that it \ms unnecessary and even undesirable to make
this infomation available to customers except at the discretion
of the sales engineer handling the account. They also felt these
books should be brief in 'rritten form as there is so much data that
could be presented on heavy power equipment that salesmen ^vould not
use it.
Another sales aid closely related to ones that we have just
discussed is the catalogue. As strictly defined, the catalo£,ue is a
printed and illustrated article coverin^i the information ifdiich the
typical equioment buyer vfants to know or should knO'T about the manu-
1/
facturer and his product and services. Catalogues are generally
sent to a customer before he is called on by a salesman or are used
as a filler to be left by the salesman when he is interviewed by the
buyer. Since heavy equipment purchasers almost always see salesmen
before buying, the catalogue acts as a preliminary source of inforaia-
tion regarding the productor line of products. The buyer may keep
the catalogue as a reference to have at hand, or the catalogue may
also supplement information presented in business and trade papers.
The catalogue may be a "silent salesman" and represent the manufacturer
»vhen a personal representative is not present.




1. Frederick, John H,, Industrial Marketing, Prentice-Hall Publishing
Company, 193U.
2, Lems, Howard T., Industrial Purchasing, Business Publications, 19U0.
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The catalogue should be usable in form; uhat is,
they should be indexed, alphabetically arranged, up to date ii
information, include ample teclinical data, and be v/ritten so
as to be of use to both engineers and purchasing agents.
2,
The description of the products should be
specific, definite and easily understood. The question of the
amount of material to be included is debatable, but the tendency





The catalogue should be so desit,ned and published
that they can be easily filed and found when desired,
U. Approximate price data and shippinj^ terms should
be stated.
From interviews rdth buyers in utilities and municipals and
their engineers, as well as from the writer's experience in the Boston
area, it has been discovered that the complaints that are made con-
cerning catalogues are usually one or more of the four factors just
1/
stated. Most of the salesmen believed also, that for heavy power
equipment, the catalogue should be complete enough to arouse customer
interest and present enough information to tell him what the product is
and ho’w it* is used, but not enough for the prospect to make the actual
2/
application. The salesmen believed that heavy povrer equipment was
too complex to be sold without the application being checked by a
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There are two types of catalogues; general catalogues pre-
sent all of the manufacturer's line of products, or sometimes those
just applying to an industry. The other type is called the special
catalogue which covers only oneproduct or a certain line of products,
IntervievYS vdth buyers in larger utilities and municipals, and ex-
perience in the Boston area, reveals that most users prefer the general
catalogue; the larger utilities preferred that these catalogues be
divided into several volumes for handling pu oses and suggested that
could use one manufacturer's catalogue at the sajTie time,
y
Catalogues are also classified as to method of distribution.
If they are sent out to a list of p otential customers by mail or by
salesman they are being distributed according to the "broadcast" method.
The "hold-back" method is the one Trhereby the manufacturer waits for
requests for copies from some other means, such as advertising or sales
calls. The obvious limitation of this method is its waste of sales
opportunities because the catalogue is not functioning at all in the
offices of many prospective buyers. The third type of distribution is
by the "pre-filed" method. This consists of the filing of the catalogue
along 'with those of other manufacturers before they are distributed to
potential customers. This system is Yvisely used in the industrial market
and practically eliminates both kinds of vraste inherent in the other
1. See Appendix B, for all those interviewed.
2. Ibid.
3. Vialter, L. R., Effective Marketing, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1938.
this division be made by line of products. Then, several enj^ineers
2
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two types of distribution. This method is only applicable, however, where
information is to be presented and is therefore, not particularly adaptable
to heavy poTfer equipment. The annual "A. S. M. E." catalogue is of the
"pre-filed" type.
Another sales aid which is being used to sane extent in the
marketing of heavy power equipment are visual presentations. The material
is designed for a salesman to use during interviews. The puipose is to
give an impression visually instead of just orally. The material con-
sists of photographs, charts, curves and even models. One company has
a "model unit-substation builder set" which allows the sales engineer to
errect a unit substation of the type the prospect is interested in,
right on his desk. Several companies have printed display material to
be used by the sales engineer to spotlight the important sales points
and to present the "clinching sales arguments" tried and found most ef-
fective by experience. They can represent the conposite of the best
selling experience of the entire organization. Other marketing func-
tions provided by heavy povrer equipment manufacturers include service and
repair part facilities. The service men that heavy pov/er equipment manu-
facturers offer to customers include mechanics, electricians, engineers
and specialists an every phase of the equipment that is installed. Re-
pair part bulletins are issued and many producers often offer fecial
inspection and repair programs.
There are other sales aids, and new ones constantly being
developed to make the marketing program more efficient. One of the
more recent additions to the services offered by heavy power equipment
vendors are electrical design boards. These machines allow the customer
to set up complex circuit problems involved in their system and obtain
answers that would be extremely difficult to obtain by normal procedure.
* otortVi, 'iki ipiclT.v-'
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Many vendors provide lectures for technical meetings. The manufacturers
trade associations often provide statistical reports on power consump-
tion now, and forecasts for future operations that are of great value
to users of heavy power equipment. All of these aids as well as the
marketing functions described in this chapter can only be applied with
the cooperation of the salesman, sales department, advertising depa-rtment,
sales promotion personnel and the product departments, themselves. In
adopting these additional merchandising elements, the heavy pov/er equip-
ment manufacturers hope to establish an inte^^rated and successful sell-
ing program..
''C
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ORGANIZING FOR SELLING "INSTALLATIONS" IN THE BOSTON AREA
The first step in organizing the marketing program of a
heavy power equipment manufacturer in an area is to establish the
sales goals and sales objectives. The sales goals, are usually mea-
sured in terms of sales volume. For an area such as Boston, it is
comparatively easy to determine potential sales possibilities for any
reasonable period such as a year, and then determine what share one
manufacturer is likely to ^et based on past experience and future pros-
pects. On the basis of such estimates, quotas can be set up for the
sale of each product. These goals may be higher, the same, or lower
than for the previous year depending upon the conditions. In recent
years, heavy power equipment manufacturers have enjoyed a larger mar-
1/
ket for their products than ever before in their history. These
manufacturers have been selling from the "deficit side" of the market
2/
(sometimes called the "sellers’ market") The real deficit of heavy
goods in the power field is such that even now three years after the
end of World War II, large turbines and transformers have delivery
dates extending more than three years after a purchase order is placed.
As the deficit of goods is reduced and bhe vendors must agai;i sell on
the "surplus side" of the market, most heavy power equipment manufacturers
in the Boston area will be forced to reduce their sales goals.
1. Interview vdth Jim Reed, Commercial Research Dept., Allis-Chalmers,
December 18, 19U7.
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Manufacturers have various ways of establishing the sales
goals and estimates for an area. In one company, the Coimnercial
Research Department, from surveys and data in their possession, establish
sales potentials for each product for all areas covere’d by the field
y
organization. From these potentials, data on the company’s competi-
tive position, and from other related factors such as general business
y
conditions, the actual sales estimates are foimiulated. The Westing-
house Comoany has an estimating system which is just the reverse of the
y
above. The sales organization sets the original soal based on the
estimate of each customers' purchases for the next year, not only for
V
their ovjn equipment, but also for that of competitive manufacture.
Their commercial research division may revise these estimates if they
5/
seem unreasonable in comparison with their data in potentials. Other
than setting goals for a sales department to drive at, these estimates
serve as a basis for the allocation and concentration of salesmen.
Other sales objectives may be such things as introducing a
new product or stimulating sales in one particular line or increasing
the efficiency of the sales force. They may possibly desire, also, to
gain a certain number of new customers or establish better relations '^vith
their customers; or, possibly there are other objectives. At any rate,
the salesmen s^hould be cognizant of the goals and objectives so that he
1. Source confidential, •
2. Ibid.
3. Interview with J. R. Reed, Manager Commercial Research Department,
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can accomplish them and have an incentive for his performance.
Along with the establishment of the sales objectives, an
elementary market analysis must be made.
"Market research is finding out what goods can be sold;
1/
where sold at a profit, and when and how best to sell them"
The market research and analysis necessary at this point
by the field organization is concerned with the three primary ele-
ments, product, sellers, and buyers.
1. A sales analysis must be made to decide w'here
effort and time must be exerted.
2. A consumer survey is required to decide v^ho will
be the prospects for the next year.
3. An appraisal of the competitive position is de-
sirable to decide vfhat the sales problems are;
and what changes in the product are desirable.
Next essential sales steps is to get your product right,
2/
keep it so, and price it equitably. in the heavy power equipment
field, it is the responsibility of the sales force to keep the factory
up to date on parts of the machinery that they find inferior or un-
satisfactory. Possessing this information, the design engineers at the
plant will take it on themselves to remodel the equipment. The pricing
of the product, however, is an element that the sales force believes in
normal times, should be left to some extent in their jurisdiction. This
has resulted in a prevalence of price cutting to get "desirable jobs".
1. V/alter, L. R., Effective Marketing, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1938,
Page 230.
2. Ibid.
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To eliminate this, the heavy electrical po'-ver equipment industry
have more or less established competitive prices for the same equip-
ment. The mechanics of such an establishment are a matter of con-
jecture; it may be that the leader in the industry sets the price
and the others follow the policy of staying, vath the largest firm,
but at any rate the prices for the same electrical equipment are close
for all manufacturers. The industry also follows a one-price policy
and varies only on a well defined publicly announced principle, and
the same applies to any trade discounts which are very unusual at
the present time. There are no quantity discounts, and terms are not
generally an element influencing the sale. They are usually left open
for discussion unless the purchase is so large as to require "progress
payments". It has been found that firm prices bolster "good will",
for if you sell at what the market ’,'vill bring, customers lose confi-
y
deuce. It is also poor policy to have only a price appeal, as the
manufacturer ^wLll lose business if undersold. If the price is main-
tained, the vendor can still sell engineering, and quality.
It must not be mistaken from the above, that the price ele-
ment has been completely lifted from the marketing consideration. In
the first place, prices of electrical equipment are not exactly the
same and vendors ^mLll offer lower prices vdien they believe it yo.11 se-
cure the order; in the second place, the comparative similarity in
prices of electrical apparatus does not extend into the mechaiiical
field. In the third place, as long as there are some buyers who weight
the price factor so heavily that it is the controlling factor in let-
ting contracts, vendors 1,1/111 "cut" prices. In the Boston area, some
1. Philips, C. F., Marketing
,
Houghton Ivlifflin Co., 1938
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municipals, and all j^overnment agencies are forced to purchase the
1/
loTrest priced equipment that meets their specifications. uf the
buyers interviewed in the Boston area, all indicated that price was
at any rate one of the three most important factors, along indth quality,
U
and engineering design.
The third step in organizing for selling is to learn where,
to •'^'hom, and how best to sell. This information is usually gained
through market investigations. Vfe have already discussed the charac-
teristics of the heavy power equipment market. These included the pre-
valence of direct sale and by the company's ovm salesmen, and also
the large number of people vd.thin and outside the prospect's organiza-
tion influencing the purchase. In a previous chapter, it was shown
that the purchasing agent is not necessarily the person responsible
for the " specif^dng" of equipment, but the persons were identified who
in different cases did exert the most influence. The channels of dis-
tribution and the types of advertising used for heavy power machinery
were elaborated. It was also shown that buying occurs when installa-
tions become obsolete and when there is an expansion program.
The necessity for having trained sales engineers was shown
to exist because the buyers are generally vrell acquainted ivith the
prpduct and because the subject involves so much technical knowledge.
The large sums of money involved, the frequent use of consulting engineers,
and the typical sales procedure of a general negotiation were elements
that were outlined. We vn.ll now look into some, of the factors that
have been omitted from the discussion.
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Probably the best way for a sales eng,ineer to start to
sell a utility or large industrial is to map out the customer’s
1/
organization. This involves a mental or written analysis of the
company starting vdth the directors and high officers and continuing
through department heads, and assisting personnel and the consulting
engineers. The evaluation of the importance of personnel to buying
is a continual process as the influence of these individuals changes.
The alert salesnan mil also make mental personality studies, as what
appeals to one person does not necessarily appeal to another. A ^ood
thing to know about a custom.er that you see frequently are their hob-
bies and avocations as vrell as their likes and dislikes. Sales en-
gineers v.lll find that intimacy mth and the investigation of customers'
plants and processes mil put them on a friendlier basis with the pros-
2/
pect and also prepare them to be of more service to the buyer.
The sales engineer should know the customers plans and policies to-
vrard maintenance, replacement and expansion. Any knowledge that he
can get of their financial conditions and connections vdll help explain
their actions when purchasing major installations.
The above may be summarized into three sales engineering
3/
principles.
1. The analyzing of technical and business conditions
vdiich relate to the customers' problems.
2. The visualizing of the exact benefits that the
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customer will derive from the product.
3. The dramatizing or expressing of facts so as
to accomplish the rie,ht result.
In following these principles the heavy power equipment
sales engjineer will eventually encounter many of the following
1/
questions:
1. Is the customer in the market for the product?
2. Under the existing circumstances, v^hat person
would it be best to see when visiting the customer?
3. How do you interest the prospect in the product?
U. Hoav Can you explain technical information to a
non-technical man, such as a purchasing agent, or vice-
president?
5. How do you find out whether a prospect’s financial
credit is sound?
6. Vvhat can you talk about v.dth an official who knows
nothing about the sale you are trying to make?
7. How can a young sales eng,ineer hope to have his
story heard by an older man of experience and standing?
8. What if your customer has no time to see y^ou?
9. 7/hat can you do if the customer says he is not
interested in your product?
10. What if your price is hig,h?
11. V/hat if the delivery of your product takes longer
than that of your competitor?
12. Hovj- can you correct a customer vri.thout offending
1. Lester, Bernard, Sales En,^ineeririg,? J. Wiley and Sons, 19UO.
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him when he makes false statements about your company or
your product?
13 . How can you obtain business from a prospect who
sells products to your competitors and sells nothing to
your company?
lU. Hov/ can you find out v.hat your competitor’s
prices are?
15 . How can you re-establish your position vdth a
customer nho has had trouble mth your apparatus?
16. How can you explain a delay in delivery to a
customer who has beccme indignant?
17. HaiAT can you solve a technical problem in the
presence of a customer wdthout going back to your office
to figure it out, -.vithout interruption?
'When a sales engineer can master these situations, he will
have gone a long way towards solving the selling problems of heavy
power equipment. From the Vvrriter’s experience in the Boston area,
not only are all of these factors encountered, buy many of them are
an every day problem.
The trite recommendation of a seasoned salesman "know your
customer, yourself, and your product" is in actuality the foundation
of the establishment of a favorable relationship with the customer.
Based on this relationship, the sales en-^ineer uses sales reasons and
1/
advantages relating to:
1. The equipment itself.
2. Conditions of sale, price, delivery, installation etc.
1. Lester, Bernard, Sales Engineering,, J. Wiley and Sons, 19ii0,
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3. Trade relationships between buyer and seller.
U. The supplier's ability to furnish technical
assistance in an apparatus application or maintenance. Any
factors relating to service.
5 . The overall reputation and policies of the supplier.
In organizing for efficient heavy pov/er equipment marketing,
the vendor must set up his sales division to devote maximwi effort to
sales. By this ire mean the sales en£,ineers and staff must plan to
utilize their time and energy to producing the best results. It is
up to the sales managers to see that customers are selected so that
the bulk of the firm’s selling activities are concentrated on the
company’s most valuable prospects or the ones that have the possi-
bilities of becoming valuable i The chart on the next page shows the
classification of sales and customers of a particular producer, ac-
cording to various size groups, the ^^roups being based on sales. This
chart shows the total sales of the company and this includes their
small equipment, also. Almost all heavy equipment manufacturers also
carry a line of smaller industrial machinery. Allis-Chalmers manu-
factures and sells; small motors, pumps, compressors, and v-belt
drives. Worthington and Ingersoll-Rand make sinall pumps and compressors
and other small mechanical equipment. General Electric and 'Westinghouse
make small motors, starters, generators, etc. These manufacturers have
found this diversification a stabilising influence in their companies
and they have also found that small products sell large products. Never-
theless, from this table it is quite apparent that the volume sales
of the company come from the lar^e sales and this is where sales effort
can be economically concentrated. As a matter of fact, most of these
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salesman, and special merchandising methods to cut doi/m sales time
on this small apparatus.
Other methods, such as a lost time analysis for salesmen,
y
are used to discover methods to devote maximum effort to sales.
Good sales engineers and managers are constantly looking for v/ays in
which to eliminate the office and extraneous work from the salesman’s
routine, so that he can spend more time in actual productive selling.
In organizing for successful selliig of heavy power equipment,
the vendor must adapt himself to the customer's point of view. One
of the best psycholog,ical tricks in selling is for the vendor to place
himself in the position of the, buyer. Assuming this condition the
seller can then consider his sales arj^uments and the corresponding
interests of the purchaser ^iiich are:
1. Results obtainable frcrni the product in the ap-
plication the buyer intends.
2. The supplier's ability to render the highest
degree of performance,
3. The reliability and pleasing personality of the
sales engineer acting as the link betvreen the purchaser and the
supplier.
Along this same line of thought, the salesman must think
more and more of possible savings to his customer such as;
1. Cutting down depreciation due to obsolescence and
wear.
2, Cutting down operating costs, upkeep, and maintenance.
1. Interview with J. R. Reed, Manager Commercial Research Section,
Allis-Chalmers, December 18, 19U7.
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5.1 ll 34.4 29,'992. 88 29.3 6 18.7 67,332.23 65.6
.5 42 20.3* 112,415.36 2.2 43 20.8 5,005,714.22 97.3
.2 11 2S .'^ 20,360. 12 1.1 9 21.1 1,879,613.41 98.7
10,0 3 23.1 5,972.92 19.1 2 1‘.4 22,201.06 70.9
.4 14 26.9 26,113.24 1.4 11 .:1.2 - 1, ^01,814.47 98.2
1.0 28 22.4 80,755.95 3.9 27 21.6 1,907,298.55 95.1
2.0 5 19.2 1->,443.51 5.5 5 19.2 225,382.82 92.5
.2 3 12.5 5,i65.04 9 37.5 1,247,^14.80 99.4
4.7 4 12.5 8,616.51 8.5 6 18.7 87,721.83 86.8






























































































































































































































































































































































































3. Cutting down original cost and interest on
investment by finding less costly installations.
I4. Discovering ways for increased earnings due to
increased output.
Finding ways for increased earnings by selling
more dependable units.
6. Finding other benefits that are not easily evaluated.
An Allis-Chalmers sales engineer made hiraself a friend of a
large utility in February of 19U8 when he -was in a postion to take a
large circuit breaker order. He deliberately discovered a much more
1/
reasonably priced alternate equipnent solution. Needless, to say
the customer vvill not forget this type of service. Another case of a
sales engineer thinking in terms of what the purchaser desired is told
about the Ingersoll-Rand engineer salesman who in selling large-
capacity pumps for water supply quoted prices on equipne nt installed
having a guaranteed rate of operation and maximum cost per unit of
y
work done. The customer vjho knew the performance he desired and
’/dshed to avoid the responsibility of selecting complex equipment grate-
fully signed the contract.
The last, but not the least, in the elements involved in or-
ganizing for selling heavy power machinery is that of pranoting sales
aggressively by selecting and using the best selling tools, and by adopting
a sales plan and then having the vision and courage to wurk the plan. The
1. Interview with F. L. Dennis, Engineering Department, Boston Edison
Ccmpany, February 27, 19U8.
2. A^yiew, H. E., and Dale Houghton, Marketin,^ Policies
,
McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, 19 Ul.
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use of sales tools starts with the obtaining of sales leads. These
can be purchased from construction reporting services, or dug out
from bulletin services, and new construction sections of trade papers.
Many companies find that newspaper and clipping bureaus provide valu-
able leads, while others rely on answers from their trade paper and
direct mail advertising. Salesmen in their travels pick up a great
percentage of the neTO of likely prospects.
To consider the other side of the picture a sales tool may
also provide infomation to the buyers. We have already discussed heavy
power equipment salesmen, agents, missionary engineers, and. also ex-
hibits, trade shows, catalogues, trade papers, direct mail and the other
aids in conveying news of the vendor's products to the prospectiye pur-
chaser.
Almost everything that the vendor's organization does can
be considered a sales tool. For instance, the effective and prompt ser-
vice given by a repair man may be the best sales tool a supplier can use.
The sales interview is another element in selling that can be made a
sales tool. The interview can be used to obtain technical information
or v/hich to base a proposal, or, to submit an engineering plan or lay-
out. It can also be used to straighten out an incorrect invoice or con-
vey information on a new delivery date or to try to conclude a prospective
sale. The correct use of the interviev;- as a sales tool can in any case
provide a chance for closer relationships between the supplier and buyer.
Yie have in the previous chapters considered most of the com-
monly accepted sales tools in advertising and the direct selling of
heavy power equipment. One tool that is frequently given too little
consideretion is the quotation^ and yet, this is the most common vrrit-
ten correspondence between the vendor and the purchaser. The quotation
* S’;
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should be clear and brief and of an established style. All elements
such as terns, delivery, responsibilities, warranties, etc. that are
of interest to the buyer should be specifically stated. The responsi-
bilities that the supplier assumes in connection -dth related products
may be important also. Of course, price and point of sale as well
as an accurate description are essential. For pov/er installations, a
descriptive specification having a detailed list of any exceptions
taken to the customers original specification should be included. The
addition of illustrations, dramngs and list of installations idU help
the explanatory material. The attractive physical appearance and the
clear and direct arrangement of the material will do much to a quotation
to make it sell heavy power machinery.
To set up any rules for establishing a sales plan cannot be
undertaken here. Possibly the best approach to making such a plan v/ill
be gained from examining the past record and lost business reports. The
following list of reasons for losing business vdll indicate changes to
1/
be made in a sales plan:
1, Lack of groundwork during the early stages of the
negotiation,
2, Failure to reach all persons who have influenced
the purchase,
3, Lack of sufficient knovdedge of the customer and
his problems,
I4, Past difficulties with products sold vihich have not
been taken seriously and corrected,
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5. Failure to contribute ideas and to render re-
quired en^^ineering service to the customer,
6, Poorly planned strategy, lack of patience, di-
plomacy, or self-control,
7, A vreak and unconvincing sales presentation lacking
in sufficient detail to convince the customer of the vendor's
anxiousness to serve.
8. Failure to furnish a well Yjritten proposal which
covers every detail in concise and impressive form.
It is obvious that the sales plan for the marketing of heavy
povrer equipment cannot be approached like the solution to a simple
empirical formula. The factors of the formula are knoYf, however, and
have been discussed in this chapter and the previous ones. To or-
ganize and apply these factors and follovr them through to a success-
ful sales program is the job of the sales manager, his staff, and the
sales engineer.
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The heavy pov/er equipment field covers a variety of equip-
ment necessary to the operation of utilities and industrials. The
equipment is bulky and costly and during times of activity the mar-
ket for the equipment for new construction is very large. During
the year 19U7» more than a billion dollars was spent to build and
keen in repair the power generating and distributing facilities of
1/
the country.
If this expenditure is prorated on the basis of installed
capacity, about 100 million dollars of this would be- spent in the Nevf
England area. Due to the fact that the headquarters of a number of
larger utilities are located in Boston and also this city is the
largest one in New England, a very large share of this expenditure
vrauld be made in Boston.
The secular trend of power consumption slopes upward. The
present position on the cyclical trend in power is also on the upward
saving, so that the market for this power equipment has increased
rapidly and is going to be as large as it has been for a while longer.
The equipment, itself, is complicated and must be sold, used
and maintained by trained personnel who understand the complex problems
involved in its application and operation. "While heavy power machinery
is a type of industrial good, it has been shown in this paper that
many of its characteristics differentiate its marketing from that of
1. Industrial Marketing, Vol. 32, No. 12, Advertising Publications, Inc.
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other industrial equipment. Some of these factors were:
1. Small number os customers,
2. Centralization of market,
3. Large physical size of product, and high cost,
U. Large unit price and infrequent purchases.
Necessity of ell kinds of engineering service,
6, Large nxamber of individuals involved in the
purchase and the long periods of negotiation.
In view of the size of the market and the number of rather
special features involved in the equipment and its marketing, it seems
strange to the v.-riter that he could not locate any -written material
on this subject, directly. There are a great many texts on industrial
marketing, but the special problems involved v.ith heavy machinery are
generally not included.
Fran the writer’s experience and intervieire -with representa-
tives of other power equipment manufacturers who are selling in the
Boston area, it has been discovered that the vendors do not give as
much attention to marketing procedure and techniques as do other in-
1/
dustrial machinery producers. This is partially due to the fact that
each sale, even to the same customers, involves different elements and
often different personalities. From talking vvith sales representatives
of these pov/er equipment manufacturers, it is evident that they use a
selling procedure similar to the one that has been outlined in previous
pa^^es. Only one of the five manufacturers interviewed indicated.
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hovv'ever, that his local sales organization was completely cognizant
1/
of what he was doing. Three out of the five did consider that
their sales division was more or ]e ss organized to accomplish certain
2/
‘
marketing goals. In general, there appeared to be very little
follow-up on the activities of the sales engineers and also little
cooperative work between salesmen, and their organizations.
Since heavy povrer equipment manufacturers are major con-
cerns with many years experience in the field, most of them have equally
excellent reputations. Naturally customers have prejudices and pre-
ferences as to suppliers, and it is amazing how for these mental at-
titudes have been carried. One utility in the Boston area bought all
their prime movers fran one supplier simply since the first order,
y
back in 1900, was placed with this manufacturer. It was not until
I9I46 that this relationship broke up. The same company also bought
all their condensers fron; one manufacturer, and for that matter, still
V
do, and usually without asking for competitive bids. One municipal
has purchased all their station and large distribution equipment from
one manufacturer simply because they liked the salesman and thought
S/
that his organization was satisfactory. In other cases, however,
reciprocity and financial conditions have often been the reason behind
the continual placing of certain purchases with one vendor. It is note-
1, See Appendix B for those interviewed,
2, Ibid.
3, Inteirview 'with George Orrok, Ass't Sup’t Engineering Department
V
Boston Edison Ccanpany, February 17> 19U8,
U, Ibid,
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•/orthy, however, that purchasers in the Boston area seem to stick
with a manufacturer after once going to him and securing satisfactory
1/
service. Consulting engineers in this area also seem to continue
vath a manufacturer after once becoming familiar v/ith them, as after
they get to know a representative of a vendor, they tend to call on
2/
him more and more often for information. This information later
gpes into specifications -which makes it easier for the same manu-
facturers to again obtain the order.
In the use of salesmen, all of the manufacturers had the
3/
same district office set-up in Boston. All had general line sales-
men who sold all the products required by the customers assigned to
V
them. All the vendors also used specialists and experts to assist
5/
the sales engineers in unusual applications, and special equipment.
In training their salesmen, four out of the five had similar training
§/
courses, that extended from one to two years in length. They in-
cluded training in all the product departments and some time spent in
the shops and laboratories. All the courses gave prospective sales-
men and specialists a, choice to choose, vdth limits, the final jobs
1.
Interview -with Leo Nimblett, Manager, Danvers Electric Light.
”
" Paul Daw, P.A, Sylvania Electric Products Co., 2/25/ii8.
"
" Joseph Price, Sup’t Won^Tood Electric Light Co., 2/26/UB.
"
" A.W. Sullivan, Ass't Purchasing Agent, Boston Edison
Company, 2/11/U8.
2,
Interview -with 77.W, Thompson, Thompson Engineering Company, 12/1U/U7.
"
" O.M. Fisk, Jackson & Moreland Engineers, 12/8/U7.
3.







jobs that appealed to them. One of the manufacturers worked on an
1/
entirely different plant fran the others. He started his sales
trainees as apprentices and so-called inside men in their district
offices. After spending a year or so in the field learning the sales
books and procedure, the trainee was sent to the factory for an in-
tensive t.Yelve week course after ^^vhich tiine he vms a full fledged
sales engineer. Only tvra of the five manufacturers included as a
major part of their training a particular course on actual selling
and personal attributes. The writer believes that the aims of ary-
training program are:
1. To instill in the salesmen a knowledge of the
product he is selling,
2. To teach him techniques of selling.
3. To develop in him a pleasin^, personality so that
he sells himself as well as his product.
It is these last tvro categories that the training pro^^rams,
of the m.anufacturers interviewed, seemed to break do-vm. Also only
one manufacturer indicated that they made any special effort to con-
tinue to train their new sales engineers in the field, other than giving
them routine office assistance. One of the manufacturers did make
special mention of the fact that they realized these defects in their
student training orogram and were taking definite steps to correct
y
this.
As far as advertising was concerned, all manufacturers used
3/
both direct mail, and trade papers. One of the manufacturers seemed
1. See Appendix B for those interviewed,
2. Interview vdth J.I. Onarheim, Former District Office Manat,er (St
Employment Manager, Allis-Chalmers, January 27, 19i^8.
3. See Appendix B for those intervievied.
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y
to trust most of his advertising to the McGravr-Hill Publishing Company,
In the heavy power equipment field, there is no question that McGraw-
Hill publications are the leaders. But, any magazine in the business
of advertising machinery is bound to be somewhat prejudiced as to the
benefits of their copy. From the analysis of the advertising, found
in the leading trade papers in this field it was easy to see that
magazines were overcrowded with copy and that too much of the advertising
had no particular message and was just institutional in character. To
think up ads that vdll brin<^ in inquiries on products takes much thought,
care, and hard work, '^iiich was not ^^enerally shown.
Considering the advertising from the point of view of the
customers, the three municioal utilities answered that they read both
2/ -
direct mail and trade paper advertising. Most of these men have .
their jobs organized so as to have time to read this material. They
also indicated that they take g,reat interest in trade shows and exhi-
bits. The two representatives of the large utility questioned, re-
ported that they received too many direct mail ads to spend too much
time on them and they could not take enou^^h time out to really examine
the advertising in trade papers. They did appreciate speciaJL in-
1, Interview with George Johnson, Allis-Chalmers, December 18, 19U7*
2, " " Leo Nimblett, Manager Danvers Electric Light Dept.,
February 25, 19 U8.
”
" Joseph Price, Sup’t Norwood Electric Light Dept.,
February 26, 19U8.
"
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formation conectly forwarded on subjects relating to their business.
Industrials also receive great quantities of mail ads and when they
are correctly adf>ressed to individuals and contain oertinent infoma-
y
tion, they are well received. All those interviewed appreciated
receiving catalogues, either specialized or general depending upon
vjhat equipment they used, “ They felt that it was good jud^^ement
on the part of the manufacturer to see that the right people were
presented '.vith catalogues and that they were kept uo to date by send-
3/
ing of new sheets regularly.
As to sales factors, both sellers and users were in general
agreement that the follo''/ing factors were the most important in the
y
consideration:
1. Perfomance, efficiency, economy
2. Q\iality and durability
3. Price
U. Personal factors
The rating of the factors in the scale depended on the purchaser and
the vendor and no specific remarks can be made on this subject.
'-Vith reference to the characteristics of the sales en-
gineers that stood out as being successful, none of the buyers seemed
to have any particularly enlightening suggestions. As L. R, Walter
expressed it in his text "Effective Marketing" a good salesman must
have.
1. Interview with Paul Dow, P.A. Sylvania Electric Light, February 25, 19
U
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"The Curiosity of a cat.
The Tenacity of a bulldog.
The Determination of a taxicab driver.
The Diplomacy of a vrayward husband.
The Patience of a mother.
The Friendliness of a child.
The Enthusiasm of a chorus girl.
The Simplicity of a jack ass.
The Assurance of a college sophomore, and
y
The Persistance of a bill collector"
This concluding chapter has in no way been used to summar-
ize the discussion of previous chapters. The v/riter has instead
presented a summary of his findings from questionnaires and inter-
vie ^ in the Boston area. These results are meaningless unless
considered in the light of the discussions presented in previous
chapters.
The subject "Marketing of Heavy Power Equipment in the
Boston Area", has been covered in this thesis by considering the prin-
ciples of industrial marketing and then adapting these principles to
the characteristics of the heavy povrer equipment field. In order to
g£iin some first hand field infoimation the subject was restricted to
the Boston area. The author believes that -with the exception of the
special considerations of any local market, the general principles and
ideas discussed in this paper would apply in the marketing of this
machinery in any part of this country.
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SURVEY ON ADVERTISING APPEALS
On Page ii i'ri.11 be found the data sheet shomng the break-
do^A-n of the total number of heavy pov/er equipment ads having certain
primary appeals in the magazines considered.
The random method was used in selecting the trade papers,
but, as is shoiivn quite a number were used. The author believes that
the list is quite representative as it includes trade papers, general
business publications, and professional magazines. In most cases
several issues of the same magazines were used to eliminate any pos-
sible seasonal factor.
The equipment includes, stokers, very large valves, con-
densers, boilers, large control, blowers, diesels, compressors, deaer-
ators, generators, motors, turbines, diesel engines, sv/itchgear, circuit
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LEGEND FOR DATA SHEET ON ADVERTISING APPEALS
1. Nation's Business, Vol. 35, No. 10, Published by
II 35, " 11, Chamber of Commerce
II 35, " 12,
2. Poiver, Vol. 91, No. 12 McGraw-Hill Publishing Co
3. Diesel Progress, Vol. XIII, No. 11 Diesel Engines Inc.
II II II 12
u. Eng,ineerin;^ News-Record, Vol. 139, No. 19 McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
5. Electric En^ineerinj^, Vol. 66, No. 7 American Institute
II II II 10 of Electrical Engineering
II- II II 11
6, Electrical World Nevi's Issue, Vol. 128, No. 6 McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
II II II 8
II II II 18 '
7. Electrical World, Vol. 128, No. 9 McGra;T-Hill Publishing Co.
8. Electrical World, Vol. 128, No. 3 McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
II II II
^
II II II Y -
9. En^ineerin^i News-Record Vol. 139, No. 10 McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.
II II II 22
If II II
II II II 18
10 • *'ill & Factory 19U7 No. 8
11
. Power Vol. 91, No. 7 McGraw-Hill Publishing Co
II II II 10
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The only questionnaire sent out was the one shov/n on page (v)
which v/as actually distributed during a sales meetinj^ at the Boston
office of the Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Company, This questionnaire was,
therefore, actually a fonri of interview providing for short answers.
It was decided to question only representatives of one com-
pany as the writer was familiar with their representatives and could
get the comparison of ideas desired v.dthout the complication of out-
side factors. It was also easier to get a picture of the thoughts of
sales en^^ineers selling, to all types of users of heavy power equip-
ment in the Boston area, rath~r than possibly getting the opinions
of those selling to only one type of prospect.
Those questioned were:
Mr . John Smet Mr. Russell Porterfield
Mr. Sven Osthagen Mir. Paul Van Ryzin
Mr. Garter Hart Mr. Arthur Frost
Mr. James Kelso Mr. Alan Short
Mr. Walter Ober Mr. F. E. Brooks, Jr.
Mr. Ralph Haney Mr. H. u. Wells
Mr. W. G. Denhard
8 XHli : .'4
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Viliat diould be in a Sales Manuals?
Should the follo’,<d.ng items be in your sales manuals?
YES 1^
1. lYeights and dimensions?
2, Materials and specification of important
parts (of the equipment)?
3* Method of application of items of equipment?
k* List of actual results obtained by
customers? of just a list of users?
5. Method of manufacturing?
6. Pictures and installation photographs?
7. Brief history of company?
8. Answers to common objections from
prospects?
9. Sales talks on Sales points for major
products?
10. Combined sales manual and price book?
11. Should sales book be presentable to
customer or separate sales aids?
12. Remarks on Sales books. Price books, or Bulletins.
^'.I - 1
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INTERVIEWS 7«'ITH CUSTOIvoERS AND CONSULTING ENGINEERS
In the Boston area there are only two large utilities, and
they are closely associated. For the purpose of this paper, therefore,
the purchasing agent, one electrical and one mechanical engineer were
questioned.
To cover the field of the samller utilities, one executive
from each of three local municipals were interviewed j one was taken fran
south of Boston, one from the west side, and one from the northern end
to cover the field geographically.
To secure the infomation frcm consulting engineers, one
large and one small consulting engineer were asked for help.
Only one interview v/as made on an industrial customer. Any
reference made to industriaLs opinions was from the writer's experience
in the Boston area.
Those interviewed were:
F. L. Dennis, Boston Edison Co., Engineer, February 27, 19 U8,
G. A. Orrok, Boston Edison Co., Ass't Sup't of Engineering, Feb. 17^ 19U8
A. W. Sullivan, Boston Edison Co., Ass't Purchasing Agent, Feb. 11, I9 I48 .
L. Nimblett, Danvers Electric Light Co., Manag^er, Feb. 25, 19 U8.
C. Oliver, Belmont Electric Li^ht Co., Ass't Manager Feb. 25, 19i|8.
J. Price, Norvvood Electric Light Co., Sup't, Feb. 26, 19U8.
O. M. Fisk, Jackson & Moreland Engineers, Engineer, March 8, 19U8.
’V. W. Thompson, Thompson Engineering Co., President, Dec. lii, 19kl*
P, Dow, Sylvania, Electric Products, Ass't i^urchasing Agent, Feb. 25, 19U8
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vii
'^estions asked customers and consulting engineers in interviews
1, 7/hat sales factor most important to you?
2, Of what iraportance is price?
3« Do you respond to direct mail advertising?
h. Vilio makes decision?
3, Do you go to trade shows and exhibits and vdiat do you think of
them?
6, ^Vhat don't salesmen do that they should do?
7* 7/hen a job is lost by a certain firm, ’'diy is it lost?
8, Why does one concern stand out as a successful marketer of
equipment?
9, Catalogues snd information desired by you and v;hat should
they contain?
10, ’.Vhat must a salesman knov^r?
11, How does standardization for price effect you?




The sellers questioned were the "big three" in heavy-
electrical po-iver equipment, namely Allis-Chalmers, General Electric,
and Westinghouse. In the mechanical the corresponding leaders,
Allis-Chalmers, Ingersoll-Rand, and ?/orthington Pump.
Also questioned was one of the few remaining independent












Warren Howard, General Electric Go. Sales engineer,
G, Carlson, Y/estinghouse Electric Co., Engineer,
G. D. Majcel, Ingersoll-Rand Co., Sales engineer,
E. S. Pierce, Worthington Pump Co., Sales engineer,























QUEbTiUN5 AbKED bELLERS IN INTERVlE'WS
1. vVhat are your products? who sells them?
2. V.'ho in the organization is most important to the salesman,
that is, who is most infliiential in the purchase?
3. How many others are involved and must they also be sold?
How long does it take to get a job?
h. How do your most successful salesmen operate? And what fac-
tors are most important for them to sell? If^hat influences
the sale?
5. Does advertising and direct mail help your salesmen and how?
How about trade shows?
6. what is the training and experience of your salesraen?
7. How does price affect your sales?
b, 'What catalogues do your salesmen use and other sales aids?
y. How much must your salesmen knovr and how much can they get from
the factory?
10. Do you try to sell •'.'vhat the customer wants or do you convince
him that there may be a better solution?
11. What’s the story on entertainment?
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